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PREFACE 
Category theory now occupies a central position in contemporary mathematics. It 
can be roughly described as a general mathematical theory of structures and systems 
of structures. It is at the very least a very powerful language or conceptual framework 
which allows us to see, among other things, how structures of different kinds are related 
to one another as well as the universal components of a family of structures of a given 
kind. 
Categories, functors and natural transformations were first introduced by Eilen-
berg and Maclane [4] in 1945. After their 1945 paper, it was not clear that the concepts 
of category theory would be more than a convenient language and so it remained for 
approximately fifteen years. In the sixties, Lawvere outhned basic framework for the 
development of an entirely orginal approach to logic and the foundations of mathe-
matics, he proposed an axomatization of the category of categories (Lawvere 1966), an 
axiomatization of the category of sets (Lawvere 1964), characterized cartesian closed 
categories and showed their connections to logical systems and various logical para-
doxes(Lawvere 1969). The 1970s saw the development and apphcation of the concept 
in many different directions. Category theory has now become a common tool in the 
toolbox of mathematicians. 
The present dissertation consists of four chapters. Each chapter is divided into 
various sections. As usual the numbers in brackets refer to the references listed in the 
bibhography. 
Chapter I contains preliminary notions, basic definitions and some well known re-
sults relevant to our study needed in the subsequent chapters. Most of the material 
included in this chapter occurs in standard literature namely: Blyth [1], Preyd [5,6], 
Eilenberg and Maclane [9,10], Mitchell [12], Schubert [15], Maclane [11,51] etc. 
In Chapter 2 we first collect information regarding G-sets and G-morphisrns in or-
der to provide a comprehensive background for the categorical study of G-sets. After 
having done it, the category of G-sets is constructed by taking G-sets as the objects 
of the category and G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category and the study of 
IV 
various categorical notions has been done in the category of G-sets. 
Chapter 3 begins with the study of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms. The 
rest of this chapter is devoted to the study of the category of pointed G-sets which 
can be constructed by taking the pointed G-sets as the objects of the category and the 
pointed G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. We shall denote this category 
by e-Sets*. 
Chapter 4 deals with the category of Pos-S of all S-posets (posets equipped with a 
compatible right action of a pomonoid S). Some results on epimorphisms and monomor-
phisms in Pos-S are discussed. We also discuss some adjoint relations of Pos-S with 
Pos, Set and Act-S. The last part of the chapter is devoted to the study of other cate-
gory theoretic properities and projectivity in Pos-S. 
As usual, dissertation concludes with a bibliography which by no means is ex-
haustive one but lists only those books and papers which have been referred to in this 
dissertation. 
CHAPTER 1 
PREMILINARY CONCEPTS 
§ 1.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we collect some basic notions and relevant terminology of category 
theory which we shall need in the subsequent chapters of the present dissertation. Of 
course, the knowledge of the elementary categorical concepts and techniques has been 
presumed and no attempt has been made to discuss them here. Most of the material 
included in this chapter occurs in Blyth [1], Preyd [5,6], Eilenberg and Maclane [9,10], 
Mitchell [12],Schubert [15] Maclane [II, 51], etc. Some key results and theorems related 
to our subject matter are also incorporated for ready reference. Suitable examples and 
necessary remarks are given at proper places to make the exposition self contained as 
much as possible. 
§ 1.2. CATEGORIES 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .1 Let C be a class of objects X,Y,Z,... denoted by ObjC together 
with the following: 
(i) for every pair of objects X,Y of C there is a set Morc{X,Y), called the set of 
morphisms from X to Y. The sets Morc{X,Y) and Morc{X',Y') are disjoint 
unless X = X' and y = y in which case they coincide; 
{ii) for any three objects X, Y,Z of C there is a mapping 
MarciX,Y) x Morc{Y, Z) -^ MardX, Z) 
described by {f,h) i-> ho f known as the composition of morphisms. 
Then C is called a category if the following axioms are satisfied: 
(Ci) Identity: For each object X 6 ObjC, there is a morphism Ix eMorc{X,X) 
called the identity such that f ° Ix = f and Ix o h — h ior all Y,Ze ObjC and 
for all / G Morc{X, Y), h e MordZ, X). 
(Cz) Associativity: For aU X,Y,Z,W e ObjC and for all / G Morc{X,Y), h e 
Marc{Y, Z), k G Marc{Z, W), we have ko{ho f) :^ {ko h) o f. 
N o t a t i o n Sometimes we also denote the set of morphisms Morc(X, Y) by Homc{X, Y) 
oxHam(X,Y). 
Some standcird categories 
E n s the category of sets : The objects of the category are sets and the morphisms 
are functions defined on sets. 
G r p the category of groups : The objects of the category are groups and the 
morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
S g p the category of semigroups : The objects of the category are semigroups and 
the morphisms are homomorphisms. 
M o n the category of monoids : The objects of the category are monoids emd the 
morphisms are homomorphisms preserving the identity. 
A b the category of abeliem groups : The objects of the category are abelian 
groups and the morphisms axe group homomorphisms. 
) i v A b the category of divisible abelian groups : The objects of the category are 
divisible abelian groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
O r d the category of ordered sets : The objects of the category are ordered sets 
and the order-preserving maps are the morphisms of the category. 
T o p the category of topological spaces : The objects of the category are topolog-
ical spaces and the morphisms are continuous maps. 
i jMod the category of modules over R : The objects of the category are 
R-modules and the morphisms are module homomorphisms. 
Vecti^ the category of vector spaces over a field F : The objects of the category 
are vector spaces and the morphisms are linear transformations. 
R i n g the category of rings : The objects of the category are rings and the morphisms 
are ring homomorphisms. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .2 A category C is said to be small if its class of objects is a set. 
E x a m p l e 1 .2 .1 Every monoid M constitutes a category with the set M as its only 
object and the elements of M as its morphisms (small category). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .3 A category C is said to be discrete if all the morphisms in C are 
identity morphisms. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .4 A category in which the objects are sets endowed with some 
additional structures and the morphisms are structure preserving mappings is called a 
concrete category. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .5 Let C be a category then a category C is said to be a subcate-
gory of C if 
(z) every object of C is also an object of C, 
(a) for aU objects A, B of C, MardA, B) C Marc{A, B), 
(iii) the composition of two morphisms in C is the same £is their composition in C, 
(iv) for each object A of C, the identity morphism IA is the same in C as it is in C. 
If, moreover, Morc'{A, B) = Morc{A, B) for all A, B in C, then we say that C is 
a full subcategory of C. 
E x a m p l e 1 .2 .2 The category of finite sets is the ftiU subcategory of Ens. 
E x a m p l e 1 .2 .3 The category Ringi (the category of rings with unity 1) is a sub-
category of the category Ring, but is not a full subcategory; for example Ring has 
zero morphisms whereas in Ringi all the morphisms are 1-preserving. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .6 For any category C, we can form a category C*, known as the 
dual category of C if the following hold: 
(i) the class of objects of C* is similar to that of the class of objects of C, 
(ii) for every pair of objects A,B G C*, we have 
Marc'{A,B) = Marc{B,A). 
Composition of the morphisms will be changed accordingly. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .7 Let Ci and C2 be two categories. Then the Product 
Category Ci x C2 is defined to be the category whose objects are ordered pairs {Ai, A2), 
AiE Cx and A2& €2- The set of morphisms from {Ai,A2)—^{Bi, B2) is the ordered pair 
(ai.aa), a^ : A\ -^ B\ and a\ : A2-^ B2. 
The composition of morphisms (01,02) : {Ai, A2)-^{Bi, B2) and {^1,02)'-
{Bi,B2)-^{Ci,C2) is defined as {Pi,l32)o{ai,a2) = (Ao«i, /?2oa2)-
§ 1.3. SPECIAL MORPHISMS AND SPECIAL OBJECTS 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .1 A morphism a : A -¥ B in a category C is called 
monomorphisxu if a is left cancelable i.e., a o /? = a o 7 impUes /? = 7 for every 
pair of morphisms P and 7 with common codomain A. 
Example 1.3.1 
(i) An injective function is a monomorphism in the category Ens. 
(ii) The monomorphisms of groups are the monomorphisms of the category Grp. 
R e m a r k 1 .3 .1 Monomorphisms in a category C need not be injective. 
To iUustrate, we give the following example: 
Consider the category DivAb of divisible abelian groups and let Q and Q/Z be 
two objects in the category DivAb. Then for any p/q G Q and for any n, we have 
p/q = n{p/nq) and p/q + Z = n{p/nq + Z). 
Define a natural morphism i) : Q -^ Q/Z by r]{q) — g 4- ^ for all g e Q. 
Obviously, 77 is not injective as Ker -q — Z =^ 0. However, r; is a monomorphisni 
(left cancellable) in the category DivAb. 
Now, in order to show that r; is a monomorphism, let Q,/5 : A —> Q be mor-
phisms in the category DivAb such that a ^ p. Then there exists a ^ A such that 
oi{a) ^ P{a) which implies 
a ( a ) - / ? ( a ) ^ 0 
But a{a) e Q, /3{a) e Q implies a{a) - P{a) e Q 
=^ a{a)~l3{a) = r/s {s ^ ±1) 
Since A is divisible we can find b e A such that a = rb. 
Now, 
r[oc{b) - P{b)] = ra{b) - rp{b) 
= a{rb) - P(rb) 
= a{a) — P{a) 
— r/s I.e., 
r[aib) - I3{b)] = r/s 
aib)-P{b) = l/s 
Since, 
r]{l/s)^l/s + Z^O 
=^ r)ia{b) - m) i^ 0 
^ V{a{b)) - viPib)) + 0 
^ {rjoa){b) - {vo0){b) ^ 0 
=^ (770a - T]OP){b) y^ 0 
=^ T]oa — 7)0fi 7^ 0 
which shows that rj is left cancellable. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.3.2 A morphism a : A ^ B in a category C is called an 
epimorphism if a is right cancelable i.e., P o a — 7 0 a impUes that /3 = 7 for 
every pairs of morphisms /? and 7 with common domain B. 
Example 1.3.2 
(i) The surjective functions are the epimorphisms in the category Ens. 
(M) The epimorphisms of the groups are the epimorphisms in the category Grp. 
R e n i c t r k 1.3.2 Epimorphisms in a category C need not be surjective. 
For illustration one can see the following example: 
Consider the category Ring. Let Z and Q be two objects in Ring. Consider 
the inclusion morphism i : Z -^ Q. Trivially, i is not surjective. However, it is an 
epimorphism (right cancellable) in the category Ring. 
In order to show that i is an epimorphism, let a,j3 : Q —^ A he morphisms in 
Ring such that 
i.e., 
aoi^ Poi. 
For any n G Z,'we get 
(aoi ) (n) = (/3oi)(n) 
=> a{i{n)) = P{i{n)) 
=> a{n) = P(n). 
Now for any m/n G Q, we have 
a{m/n) = a[m.n~^.l) 
— a{m)a{rr^)a{l) 
= P(m)ain-')Pil) [ as a ( l ) = ^(1) ] 
= 0{m)Q{n-^)p{nn-^) 
- P{m)a{n-')l3{n)P{n-^) 
= P{m)a{n-^)a{n)p{n-^) [as a{n)=P{n)] 
= P{m)a{n-^n)P{n-^) 
= P{m)a{l)p{n-') 
= P{m)p{l)p{n-') 
= /3(m.l.n-i) 
= P{mn~^) 
7 
= (5{mln) 
which implies a = (3 and henceforth i is right cancellable. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .3 A morphism in C is called a bimorphism if it is both monomor-
phism and epimorphism. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .3 .1 In a category C, the following hold: 
(i) If a, P are monomorphisms (epimorphisms), then a o ^ is also a monomorphism 
(epimorphism). 
{ii) If a o /3 is a monomorphism, then /? is also a monomorphism. 
{iii) If a o /? is a epimorphism, then a is also an epimorphism. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .4 A morphism a : A -^ B in a. category C is called a 
co-retraction (section) if there exists a morphism (3 : B ^ A such that 
(3oa = lA. 
Dually, we have 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .5 A morphism a : A ^ B m a. category C is called retraction if 
there exists a morphism P : B —^ A such that ao (3 = Is-
£ ) x a m p l e 1 .3 .3 In the category Ens, injective functions are co-retractions (sec-
tions) and surjective functions are retractions. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .6 A morphism a : A -^ B m a. category C is called an 
isomorphism if and only if it is both co-retraction and retraction. 
E x a m p l e 1 .3 .4 In the category Ens, bijection functions are isomorphisms of the 
category. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .3 .2 Every co-retraction (section) is a monomorphism but the con-
verse need not be true. 
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P r o o f Let a : A-^ Bhe a. co-retraction (section) in a category C. Then there exists 
P : B -^ A'mC such that [3oa = IA-
Now consider two morphisms 6i, 62 '• X -^ A 'm C such that 
X ^ A - ^ B = X-%A-^B 
i.e., a o ^ 1 = a o 2^ 
=j> /5 o ( a o ^1) = /3 o ( a o ^2) 
^ (/? o a) o ^ 1 = (/? o a) o 2^ 
=^ / ^ O 01 = / ^ O 02 
=^ 01 = 02 
showing that a is left cancellable and henceforth it is a monomorphism. 
To prove the converse, we consider the following example: 
In the category ^Mod, consider a morphism f : Z -¥ Z defined by / (n) = 2n for 
aXinE Z. Suppose there exists a Z-morphism h: Z ^ Z such that hof — Iz-
For any integer n G Z, we have 
2.h{n) = h{2n) ( as /i is a module homomorphism ) 
= /i(/(n)) ( since /(n) = 2n ) 
= hof{n) 
= Iz{n) 
= n 
In particular, if we take n = 1, then 2.h{l) = 1. 
But it is not possible as the equation 2x = 1 has no solution in Z. However, it is 
monomorphism since it is injective. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .3 .3 Every retraction is an epimorphism but the converse need not 
be true. 
P r o o f Let a : A -» B be a retraction in a category C. Then there exists f3 : B ^ A 
in C such that ao fi = 1^. 
Consider two morphisms 71, 72 : B —)• X such that 
A ^ B - ^ X = A-^B^X 
i.e., 7i o a = 72 o a 
=> (71 o a) o /3 = (72 o a) o /? 
=> 7i o (a o ^ ) = 72 o (a o /5) 
=> 7i = 72 
which shows that a is right cancellable and hence an epimorphism. 
To prove the converse we consider the following example: 
In the category ^Mod, consider the object Qp defined by 
Qj,^{xeQ\x = kp-"" ; keZ, neN} 
where p is a prime. Then Qp is a subgroup of Q and Z is a subgroup of Qp. 
Define a morphism / : Qp/Z -^ Qp/Z by 
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f{x + Z)=px + Z. 
Then it can be easily seen that / is a Z-morphism. 
Since 
fcp-" + Z = p(A;p-"-^ + Z) 
= p(fcp-"-^).+ Z 
it follows that / is surjective and hence an epimorphism. 
We now show that / has no right inverse. On contrary, assume that / has a right 
inverse in ^Mod then there exists h : Qp/Z —^  Qp/Z such that 
foh = / ( where / is the identity on Qp/Z). 
But no such Z-morphism can exist. In particular for A; = 1 and n = 1, suppose that h 
were sudi a Z-morphism, then we would have 
p- i + Z = / ( % - ^ + Z)) ( since/o/i = / ) 
= p{h{jp-^ + Z)) 
= hip{p-' + Z)) 
= h{0 + Z) 
= o + z: 
= Z. 
p~^ + Z = Z a and only if p~^ e Z which is impossible. Thus we see that / is not a 
retraction. It is, however, epimorphism since it is surjective. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .7 A category C will be called factorizable if every morphism / 
in C can be expressed in the form m o e where m is a monomorphism and e is an 
epimorphism. Further, C is called uniquely factorizable if every such decomposition 
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is unique to within isomorphism in the sense that if also / = ml oe' where ml is a 
monomorphism and e' is an epimorphism, then there is a unique isomorphism ^ such 
that the diagram ^ o e' = e, m o ^  = m' 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .8 An object / in a category C is called an initial object if for each 
object X 6 C, the set Morc{I,X) is singleton. 
Dually, we have 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .9 An object T in a category C is called a terminal object if for 
each object X e C, the set Marc{X,T) is singleton. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 0 An object Z (generally denoted by O) in a category C is called 
a zero object if it is both initial and terminal object. 
R e m a r k 1 .3 .3 Any two initial (terminal or zero) objects in a category are isomor-
phic. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .11 A morphism X -^ Y in a, category C is called a zero 
morphism from X to ^ if and only if it factors through a zero object i.e., a 
morphism X ^ Y is a, zero morphism i{X-¥Y = X—^Z-^Y, where Z de-
notes zero object in C. 
N o t a t i o n A zero morphism X -> K is denoted by OXY-
Example 1.3.5 
(i) The empty set 0 is an initial object in the category Ens. 
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{ii) Every singleton set is a terminal object in the category Ens. 
{in) Trivial group is the zero object in the category Grp. 
(iv) Consider the category of all fields and field homomorphisms. In this category, 
the object F = Z2 = {0,1} is a zero object of the category. 
(v) Trivial rings and trivial modules are zero objects in Ring and ^^Mod. 
(vi) The ring of integers Z is an initial object in Ringi; category of rings with imity 1. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 2 Let X be an object of the category C. Then, a pair {S,m) is 
called a sub-object of X if 5 is an object of C and m : S -^ X is a, monomorphism. 
Dually, we have 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 3 Let X be an object of the category C. Then, a pair {Q,e) is 
called a quotient object of X if Q is an object of C and e : X —^ Q isan epimorphism. 
Mitchel [12] has defined sub-object and a quotient object in the following way: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 4 . lia : A' -^ Aisa monomorphism, we shall call A' a sub-object 
of A and we shall refer to a as the inclusion of A' in A. 
However it is important to remember that in general there is more than one 
monomorphism from A' to A, and that whenever we speak of ^ ' as a sub-object of A 
we shall be referring to a specific monomorphism a. 
li ai : Ai -^ A and a2 '• A2 —> A are monomorphisms, then aj < a2 if there is a 
morphism 7 : Ai -> ^2 such that a2 o 7 = a i . If 7 exists, then it is unique and is a 
monomorphism. If also 0:2 < <^ i so that there is a morphism S : A2 -^ Ai such that 
a2 = aio 6, then we have 
0:2 o 7 o (5 = Qi o 5 = a2 = a2 o 7^ 2 • 
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Since 0:2 is a monomorphism we have ^ o5 — IA2- Similarly, 5 o 7 = /^^, and so 7 
is an isomorphism with inverse 6. We shall then say that Ai and A2 are isomorphic 
sub-objects of A. 
\l az : Az -^ A is another monomorphism and ai < a2 < CI3, then ai < Q3. 
Hence, the class of sub-objects of A (or, rather monomorphism into A) is an ordered 
class with the property that two sub-objects precede each other if and only if they are 
isomorphic sub-objects. 
Dually, we have the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 5 If a .- ^ -> yl' is an epimorphism, we shall call A' a 
quotient object of A. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .16 A class of sub-objects of A will be called a representative 
class of sub-objects for A if every sub-object of A is isomorphic as a sub-object to 
some member of C. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 7 A class of quotient objects of A will be called a representa-
tive class of quotient objects for A if every quotient object of A is isomorphic as a 
quotient object to some member of C. 
§ 1.4. SOME CONSTRUCTIONS IN CATEGORIES 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .1 Let{Ai}ig/ be a family of objects in a category C. Then an object 
P in C together with a family of morphisms {pi: P -^ >lt}ie/ is called the product of 
the family {-4i}iG/ if the following holds: 
(z) for any object X eC and family of morphisms {/i : A" -> Ai}i^i, there exists a 
unique morphism T] : X ^ P such that the diagram 
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commutes. 
N o t a t i o n The product of the family of objects {Ai}i^i is denoted by [ ] -^ »-
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .2 Let {Ai}i^ihe the family of objects in a category C. An object 
5 in C together with a family of morphisms {ui : Ai -> 5}ig/ is called the co-product 
(sum) of the family {Ai}i^j if the following condition holds: 
(i) for any object Y EC and a family of morphisms {qi : Ai —> Y}i^j there exists a 
imique morphism ^ : S -^Y such that the diagram 
commutes. 
N o t a t i o n The sum of the family of objects {Ai}i^i is denoted by ^^ Aj. 
Remark 1.4.1 
(i) A category C has products (co-products) if every family of objects in C has 
product (co-product). 
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(ii) A category C has finite products (finite co-products) if every finite family of 
objects in C has product (co-product). 
{in) Products and co-products are unique upto isomorphism. 
Example 1.4.1 
(i) The categories Ens, Grp and Ring have arbitrary products. 
(M) In the category Grp, the free product of groups is considered as the co-product 
of the objects. 
(iii) In the category Ens, disjoint union of sets is considered as the co-product of the 
objects. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .3 Let C be a category and let f,h : A —>^ B he two morphisms in 
C. An object E together with morphism u : E —^ A inC is called the equalizer of / 
and /i in C if the following conditions hold: 
(i) f ou = hou, 
(ii) for each object X of C and each morphism v : X ^ A such that f ov = hov, 
there exists a unique morphism rj : X -^ E such that u o r} = v holds in the 
diagram below: 
E - ^ AZ=iB 
\ 
X 
Proposition 1.4.1 
(i) EquaUzer oia,a : A^ B is {A,IA). 
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(M) Any two equalizers for the pair of morphisms f,h : A -^ B are isomorphic. 
(iii) If {E, u) is an equalizer for the pair f,h: A^ B, then u : E ^ Ais a. monomor-
phism. 
Dually, we can define co-equalizer as follows: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .4 Let C be a category and let f,h : A ^ B he two morphisms in 
C. An object Q together with morphism v : B —^ Q inC is called a co-equalizer of / 
and h if the following hold: 
(i) V o f = V o h, 
(ii) for any morphism q : B -^ Y such that q o f = q o h, there exists a unique 
morphism ^ : Q —^Y inC such that ^ov — q holds in the diagram: 
Proposition 1.4.2 
(i) Co-equalizer of the pair a, a : B —> C is the identity morphism Ic-
(ii) Any two co-equalizers of a pair of morphisms (/, h) are isomorphic. 
(iii) Ii {Q,v) is a co-equalizer for the pair f,h : A —^ B, then u : B —> C is an 
epimorphism. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .2 A category C has equalizers (co-equalizers) if every pair of 
morphisms in C has an equalizer (co-equahzer). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .5 Let {ui -. Ai -^ A}i^i be a family of sub-objects of an object A 
in C. An object A' together with a morphism u : A' —^ Ais called the intersection of 
the given family of sub-objects if the following hold: 
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(i) u: A' -> A factors through each Ui,i & I i.e., u = UiOVi for some Vi : A' ^ Ai 
inC, 
(ii) for any X G C and morphism f : X ^ A which factors through Ui i.e., / = Ujo/i 
for some fi : X —^ Ai in C, there exists a unique morphism ^ : X ^ A' in C 
such that uo^ = f. 
We shall denote A' by fl ^»-
ie/ 
E x a m p l e 1 .4 .2 In the category Grp, intersection of subgroups of a group can be 
considered as the intersection of sub-objects of the category. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .3 A category C has intersections if each family of sub-objects of an 
object in C has intersection. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .6 Let ai -. Ai ^ A and a2 : A2 -^ A he two morphisms in a 
category C with common codomain A. An object P of C together with morphisms 
Pi : P -^ Ai and /32 : -P —^  A2 is called a pullback diagram if the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) aio/3i =a2oP2, 
(ii) for any object X of C and for a pair of morphisms 71 : X -^ Ai, j2 '• ^ -^ A2 
such that a i o 7i = 02 o 72, there exists a unique morphism r] : X -^ P inC such 
that /5i o 77 = 7i and P2°V = 72-
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .7 Let 71 : B ^ Ai and 72 : B -> >l2 be two morphisms in a 
category C with common domain B. An object QinC together with a pair of morphisms 
61: Ai—¥ Q and 62: A2—^ Q \s called a pushout diagram of morphisms 71 and 72 if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) (5i o 7i = ($2 o 72, 
{a) for any object y of C and for a pair of morphisms ^1 : Ai —>• y , 6*2 : A2-^Y such 
that 01 o 7i = ^2 ° 72) there exists a unique morphism rj: Q ^Y such that ?? o <5i 
= $1 and 77 o ^2 = ^2-
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .8 Let / : A -> B be a morphism in a category C. An object / 
together with monomorphism u : I -^ B is called the image of / if 
(z) f = uo a for some a : A—^ I in the category C, 
(M) if « ' : / ' - > B is another morphism in the category C such that f = u' o a' for 
some morphism o;'; >1 -4 / ' , then there exists a unique morphism rj: I -^ F' such 
that u' OT] = u. 
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If, moreover, the morphism a is always an epimorphism, then the image is called 
epimorphic image. 
Dually, we have 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.4.9 Let f : A -^ B he a morphism in a category C. An object / 
together with an epimorphism v : A —¥ I is cadled the co-image of a if the following 
hold: 
(z) f = 0OV for some /3 :1 -^ B in the category C, 
(ii) if v' : A-^ I' is any other morphism in the category C such that f = P' ov' for 
some morphism P' : I' —> B, then there exists a unique morphism ^ : I' ~¥ I such 
that ^ov' = v. 
R e n i c i r k 1.4.4 A category C has images (co-images) if every morphism in C has an 
image (co-image). 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .10 Let C be a category with a zero object. If / : A -4 B is a 
morphism in C, then the equaUzer of morphisms f : A ^ B and 0 : A ^ B is called 
the kernel of the morphism f : A-^ B inC and it is denoted by Ker{f). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .11 Let C be a category with zero object. If / : A —)> B is a mor-
phism in C, then the co-equaUzer of morphisms f : A-^ B and 0 : A—¥ B is called the 
co-kemel of the morphism f : A-^ B inC and it is denoted by Coker(f). 
In other words kernel and co-kernel may be defined as follows: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 1 0 * Let C he & category with zero object and let f : A -^ B he a. 
morphism in C. Then the kernel oi f : A-^ B inC is the morphism k : K ^ A inC 
such that the following hold: 
(z) f ok = OKB where OKB is the zero morphism from K to B, 
(ii) a u : X -^ A is a. morphism in C such that f o u — OXB, then there exists a 
imique morphism T] : X -^ K such that korj — u. 
B 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 1 1 * Let C be a category with zero object and let / : >1 —^  B be a 
morphism in C. Then the co-kernel of / : ^  —>^  B in C is the morphism q : B —^ S in 
C such that the following hold: 
(i) qo f — OAS where 0^15 is the zero morphism from A to S, 
(ii) if /? : B -> y is a morphism in C such that (5 o f = OAY, then there exists a 
unique morphism ^•. S ~^Y such that ^oq — p. 
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A ^ B ^ S 
Y 
Remzirk 1.4.5 
(i) A category C has kernels (co-kernels) if every morphism in C has a kernel 
(co-kernel). 
(ii) li f : A^ B is a zero morphism, then Ker{f) = IA and Coker{f) = IB-
{in) li f : A ^ B is a, monomorphism, then Ker{f) = 0. 
(iv) If f : A—^ B is an epimorphism, then Coker{f) = 0. 
At the end of the section we state the theorems which we shall use in the sequel. 
Theorem 1.4.1 [1, Theorem 3.7]. If C has finite products and equalizers, then C 
has pullbacks. 
Theorem 1.4.2 [1, Theorem 3.7]. If C has finite co-products and co-equahzers, 
then C has pushouts. 
§ 1.5. STRUCTURES ON CATEGORIES 
Definition 1.5.1 A category C is called a balanced category if every bimorphism 
in C is an isomorphism. 
Example 1.5.1 
(i) The category Ens is balanced, since every function which is both injective and 
surjective is bijective. 
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(ii) The category Grp is balanced, since every homomorphism which is monomor-
phism and epimorphism both is also an isomorphism. 
{Hi) Every discrete category is trivially a balanced category becavise every morphism 
is an identity morphism. 
R e m a r k 1 .5 .1 The categories DivAb and Ring are not balanced. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .2 A category C is called left complete if every pair of 
morphisms in C has an equalizer and every family of objects in C has a product. 
Dually, 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .3 A category C is called right complete if every pair of 
morphisms in C has a co-equalizer and every family of objects in C has a co-product. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .4 A category C is called a complete category if it is both left 
complete as well as right complete . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .5 If every object A in C has a representative class of sub-objects 
which is a set, then C is called a well-powered category. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .6 If every object ^ in C has a representative class of 
quotient objects which is a set, then C is called a cowell-powered category. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .7 A category C is called normal if 
(i) C has a zero object, 
(ii) every morphism in C has a kernel and co-kernel, 
{in) every monomorphism in C is a kernel. 
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Now, we state some important theorems which we shall need for the development 
of the subject in the subsequent chapters. 
T h e o r e m 1 .5 .1 [12, Corollary 2.6]. A category C is called finitely complete if and 
only if it has finite products and finite intersections. 
T h e o r e m 1 .5 .2 [1, Theorem 4.8]. A normal category is factorizable. 
§ 1.6. FUNCTORS AND NATURAL TRANSFORMATION 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .1 (Functor of single variable) Let C and V be two categories. 
A function F : C -^ V which assigns to each object X of C, an object F{X) of V and 
to each morphism a : X —^Y oi C, a. morphism F{a) : F{X) —> F{Y) of V is called a 
covariant functor from C to !> if the following conditions axe satisfied: 
(i) F{Ix) = IFW for all XeOhjC, 
{ii) \i lioaSs defined in C, then F{P) o F{a) is defined in V and 
F{P o a) = F(/3) o F{a) 
for aU a G Marc{X,Y), {3 e Marc(Y, Z) and for all X, Y, Z, e ObjC. 
Dually, 
F is called a contravariant functor from C to V if F assigns to each object 
X of C, an object F{X) of V and to each morphism a : X ^ Y of C, a, morphism 
F{a) : F{X) -^ F{Y) of V such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F{Ix) = Ipix) for all X G ObjC, 
(a) if /3 o a is defined in C, then F(a) o F{/3) is defined in V and 
F{l3 o a) = F(a) o F(l3) 
for aU a G MordX, Y), (5 G Marc{Y, Z) and for all X, Y, Z, G OhjC. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .2 (Composition of functors) Lei F : C ^ V and 
G : 2? -> 5 be two functors. Their composition G o F : C -^ £ ^ i s a well 
defined function which assigns to each object X of C, an object G[F{X)] of £ and 
to each morphism a of C, a morphism G[F{a)] of £. Obviously, GoF satisfies the con-
ditions of a functor. The functor G o F is called the composition functor of F and G. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .3 (Functor of Several Variables) Consider (n+1) categories Ci, 
C2,C3 , Cn, X> and a partition/U J of integers 1,2,3 n. A functor from 
the category C1XC2X C3 x xC„ to the category V, 
covariant in the i*'' variable, i E I and contravariant in the j * ' ' variable, j G J is 
a function 
F : C1XC2X C3 X xCn —> V 
which assigns each n—tuple of objects {X^X^^Xz, ,X„) with Xk G Cjt, 1 < 
A; < n, to an object F{Xi,X2,Xz, ,X„) of V, and each n-tuple of morphisms 
(ai,a2,a3, ,Q!„) withajt G Cfe, 1 < A: < n, to a morphism F(ai , 0:2, as, ,«„) 
of V satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) F(/xi,X2,X3 ,Xn) = IF(XI,X2,X3, ,X„), 
(ii) If 7i = UiO Pi for each z G / and jj — aj o (5j for each j G J, then 
F(7i,72,73, ,7n) = F(ai ,a2,a3, ,a„) o F(/?i,/32,/53, ,/?„). 
The aforesaid functor F is known as a functor of n—variables. 
In particular, for n = 2, F is called a bifunctor whereas for n = 3, F is called 
trifimctor. 
Example 1.6.1 
(i) A covariant fimctor / : C -^ C such that I{X) = X for all X G C and / (a ) = a 
for all morphism a G C, is called the identity functor on C. 
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(ii) The contravaxiant functor D : C -4 C* such that D{A) = A* for a\\ A GC and 
for all morphism a : X ^ Y e C, D{a) = a* : D{Y*) -^ D{X*), is called the 
duality functor. 
{Hi) A functor F : Grp -> Ens which assigns to each group G in Grp, the underlying 
set G in Ens and to each group homomorphism a :G -^ G' in Grp , a function 
a : G —> G' in Ens, is called a forgetful functor. 
(iv) Let C be a sub category of a category V. Consider the assignment I : C -^ V 
defined by IX = X for every object X oiC and if / / = / for every morphism / 
of C. Then, this defines a functor called the inclusion functor from CtoV. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .4 A covariant functor F : C -> 2? is called a mono functor if F{a) 
is a monomorphism in V whenever a is a monomorphism in C. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .5 A covariant functor F : C -^ V is called an epifunctor if F{a) 
is an epimorphism in V whenever a is an epimorphism in C. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .6 Let C and V be two categories. A covariant functor F : C -^ V 
is said to be a faithful functor if for every pair of objects A and B in C, the function 
Morc{A, B) -4 Morc{F{A), F{B)) induced by F is uni variant (one to one). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .7 A faithful functor which takes distinct objects into distinct ob-
jects, is called an embedding. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .8 Let C and V be two categories. A functor F : C -> X> is said to 
be a full functor if the mapping Morc{A, B) -^ MorciF{A), F{B)) induced by F is 
onto. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .9 (Natural transformation) Let F,G :C ^Vhe two covariant 
functors. A natural transformation rj: F ^ G is defined if 
(i) for every object X eC,we have a morphism r)(X) = TJX : F{X) -4 G{X) in T>, 
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(a) for every morphism a : X ->• y in C, the diagram 
F{X) - ^ F{Y) 
''A: VY 
G{X) > G{Y) 
commutes. 
If F and G are contravariant functors, the above diagram is replaced by 
F{X) / ^ F{Y) 
'Jjf VY 
G{X) < G(Y) 
G(a) 
If for each XGC,T]^ : F{X) -^ G(X) is an isomorphism, then T] is called a natural 
equivalence. It is denoted hy T] : F = G. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 6 . 1 0 By substituting = in the definition of the equalizers and pull-
back by < the subequalizers, and subpullbacks is obtained. Also, by substituting 
d{H) in the definition of coequalizers and pushouts by V{H), the subequalizer and 
subpushout is obtained. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE CATEGORY OF G-SETS 
§ 2.1. INTRODUCTION 
G-sets, as such arise out of the idea of groups with operators which has been 
discussed in [7], and has been used to define orbits of permutation and to prove Sylow 
Theorems for groups. 
In section (2.2), we give the definitions of G-sets, G-subsets and G-morphisms 
with some examples and discuss some important results on G-sets and G-morphisms. 
In Section ( 2.3) we give the definition of the category of G-sets and discuss some 
important results on the category of G-sets. Section (2.4) is devoted to the study of 
products, co-products in the category of G-sets. Section (2.5) deals with equahzers, 
co-equalizers and finite intersections in the category of G-sets. While, section (2.6) is 
devoted to the study of puUback and pushout diagrams and at the end of this section 
the completeness of the category of G-sets is discussed. Finally, section (2.7) deals with 
the images, co-images and factorization in the category of G-sets. 
For references see ([21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [75]). 
§ 2.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 1 Let G be a group and X be a set. Then X is said to be a 
G-set (or a set with operator G) if there exists a mapping (j) : G x X -^ X such that 
for all o, 6 G G and x E X the following conditions are satisfied: 
{i) (j){ab, x) = (f){a, 0(6, x)) 
(ii) (f){e, x) — X, e is the identity of G. 
The G-set X defined above will be denoted by the pair {X, (/>). For the sake of conve-
nience, one can denote < (^a, x) by ax. under this notation, above conditions become 
(i) {ab,x) = a{bx), 
(ii) ex = x. 
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E x a m p l e 2 . 2 . 1 Let G be an additive group of real numbers and X be the set 
of all complex numbers such that \z\ = I ioi all z e X. Then X is a G-set under the 
mapping (f>: G x X -^ X defined by ^(a, z) = e^"z, for all a G G z G X. 
E x a m p l e 2 . 2 . 2 The set {0,1} is a G-set under the mapping 0 : Gx {0,1}-^ X 
defined by 
,, , f 0 if a; = 0 
•^(^'^^^^l 1 if x = l, 
for all 5 e G, X e {0,1}. 
E x a m p l e 2 . 2 . 3 Let G = | ( " , J ad-bcy^O; a,b,c,de R \ he the set of all 
non singular real matrices of order 2 x 2 and X = < i ^ Xi,X2 G R> be the set of 
all column vectors of order 2 x 1 . Then X is a G-set under the mapping 0 : G x X -> X 
defined by ^(p, x) = gx for all g e G, x £ X. 
gx denotes the matrix multipfication of g and x. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 2 Let (X,(^) be a G-set. Then a subset ^ of X is called a G-
subset of X if {A, (f>) is also a G -set. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 3 Let X and y be two G-sets. Then a mapping f : X ^ Y 
is called a G-morphism from X to F if 
f{ax) = af{x) for all a eG, x e X. 
E x a m p l e 2 . 2 . 4 Let G = j r ^ j ad-bc^O; a,b,c,deR\ be the set of 
all non singular real matrices of order 2 x 2 , X = •If ^^ ) xi,X2e R\, Y ^^ 
I (o I) ^i'^2 e i? L Define two mappings (j): G x X —>X and i^-.GxY — ^ Y 
by 0((/, x) = gx and ipigy) = gy respectively, for all x e X, y e Y, g G G. Trivally 
{X, (f>) and (y, ip) are G-sets. Now define a mapping a:X^Y such that 
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Now for any g = i ^ / I € G and x—( „ j G X, we have 
a{gx) = a ( h ^ 'V '" '!)) = a ("'"'t",'" nl = (n """ l^" ) and 
( \ _ /'^i ^A /^ ^ "^^ _ (^ aim-{-hxn\ 
Thus a{gx) = 501(2:), which shows that a is a G-morphism. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . 1 Let i? be a normal subgroup of a group G. Then the set G/H of 
all left cosets of /f in G is a G-set under the mapping cf): G x G/H —> G/H defined by 
^{a,xH) = axa~^H for every a,x G G if G is commutative. 
P r o o f (f) is well defined: Let us take, 
(a, xH) = (a, 2/i7) 
= J > xH^yH 
To show that 0 is well defined, we need to prove that (f){a,xH) = (j){a,yH). Clearly, 
<f){a,xH) — axa~^H 
and (j){a,yH) = aya~^H . Let us assume that a = axa~^ and /3 = aya~^. Then 
a^~^ = (axa~^){aya~^)~^ 
— {axa~^)ay~^a~^ 
= ax{a~^a){y~^a~^) 
= axey~^a~^ 
= a{xy~^)a~^ 
= a{y~^x)a~^ {as G is commutative) 
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— aha~^ {where h = y ^x e H from (i)) . 
i.e., a/3~^ = aha~^ G H (as fl" is normal) 
^ aH = (3H 
=» axar^H = aya~^H 
= > • (^(a, xH) = (f){a, yH). 
Therefore ^ is well- defined. Now for every elements a,b E G and x G G, we have 
<f>{ah,xH) = {ah)x{ah)-^H 
= (a6)a;(6-ia-i)// 
= a{hxh-^)a-^H . 
= (f)ia,bxb-^H) 
^ (f)(a,4>{b,xH). 
i.e., < (^a6, x i f ) = (/)(a, ^ (6, x / f ) 
Further e be the identity element of G. Then, we have 
(f){e,xH) = exe'^H 
= xH 
i.e., ^(e, xif) = x/f for all x G G 
Therefore G/H is a G-set. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 2 . 1 Let a : X ^ y be a G-morphism. Then the morphism 
ga: X -^ ^defined by ga{x) = g{a{x)) is also a G-morphism, if G is commutative for 
aMgeG and xeX. 
P r o o f For every a,^' G G and x G X, it follows that 
{ga){ax) = g{a{ax)) 
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= {ga){a{x)) {as Y is a G-set) 
= a{ga){x) 
Therefore ga is a. G-morphism. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 2 . 2 If X and y be two G-sets, then H(mi{X,Y) is a G-set. 
P r o o f Let a: X -^Y he a, G-morphism. Then we have 
Ham{X,Y) = {a:a:X^Y}. 
To show that Hom{X, Y) is a G-set, define a mapping (j> : G y. Hom{X, Y) -4 
Hom{X, Y) such that 
<t>{9,Oi) ^ got 
for &\\geG and a G Hom{X, Y) 
where a : X -^Y defiried hy {ga){x) = g{a{x)) for all x E X. By proposition (2.2.1) 
pa €Hom(X,y ) , we have 
(0(a6,a)))(a;) = {(ab)a){x) 
= {ab){a(x)) (by given definition) 
— a{ba{x)) {as Y is a G—set) 
= a{{ba){x)) {by given definition) 
= {(f>{a,ba)){x) 
= {cl>{a,cl>{b,a))){x) 
=^ 4){ab,a) = (t){a,(l){b,a)) for all xeX. 
And, for the identity element e of G, we have 
{4>{e,a){x)) = {ea){x) 
= e{a{x)) 
= a{x) {as Y is a G-set) 
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which implies (j){e, a) = a for all x G X 
Therefore, Hoin(X,Y) is a G-set. ' 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 2 . 3 Composition of G-morphism is a G-morphism. 
P r o o f Let X, Y and Z be any three G-sets and a : X -^ Y,(3 : Y ^ Z he two 
G-morphisms. Then, the composition Poa : X -¥ Z defined by {Poa){x) = /3(Q(X)) 
for all a; G X, is also a G- morphism. Now for every g E G, ^we have 
{Poa){gx) = (3{a{gx)) 
= P(ga{x)) {as a is a G — morphism) 
= g{P{a{x))) {as P is a G — Tnorphism) 
= g{P°OL){x). 
Therefore, ^ o a is also a G-morphism. 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 .2 If {X,4>) is a G-set, then for every element a E G the mapping 
77(a) : X ^ X defined by r}{a){x) — (j){a, x) is a permutation on X for all x e X. 
P r o o f (p{a) is one one: 
Let rj{a,x) = r}{a,y) 
= J > (l){a-^,<l){a,x))^(j){a-\(l){a,y)) 
=>• (f){a~^a,x)— <f){a~^a,y) 
^ (i){e,x) = (j){e,y) 
x^y. 
(f>{a) is onto: 
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For every element a: G A", we have 
X = 4>{e,x) 
— (f){aa~^,x) 
— (f){a,(f){a~^,x) 
= r]{a){(t){a-^,x) 
Therefore for every x € X there exist an element <f){a~^,x) G X such that x — 
r}(a){(j){a~^, x). Hence, 77(a) is a permutation on X. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . 3 Let X be a G-set and Sx be the set of all permutations on X. Then 
G is isomrphic to Sx- Conversely, if 7/: G —>• ^x is a homomorphism, then X is a G-set. 
P r o o f Let {X, 4>) be a G-set. We define a mapping r) : G -^ Sx such that a -> 
77(a) for all a G G where, 77(a) : X ^ X defined by 77(a) (x) — (f>{a,x) for every 
a e G and x E X. Clearly, by the Theorem 2.2.2, 77(a) 6 Sx ie., 77 is one-one and 
onto. Now, for every a,b E G and x G: X, 
vfeha.\e T]{ab){x) = ^{ab,x) — (j){a,(l){b,x)) = (f){a,r]{b,x)) = 77(a) (77(6) (a;)) = (77(0)77(6)) (x) 
=J- 77(a6) = 77(0)77(6). 
Therefore, 77 is a homomorphism. Hence, G is isomorphic to .Sx-
Conversely, suppose that T]{a) : X —^ X is a homomorphism. To show that X is a 
G-set, we define a mapping ip : G x X -^ X hy tp{a,x) = r]{a){x) for every a G G 
and x e X. Now, for every a,b e G and a; G X, we have ip{ab,x) = 77(06)(x) = 
(77(0)77(6)) (.T) = 77(a) (V'(6,x)) = ^(o, m,x)). 
And, for the identity element e of G, we have 
^{e,x) = Tj{e){x) 
= Ix{x) 
— X far all x E X 
Therefore, {X, 4>) is a G-set. 
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L e m m a 2 .2 .1 (i) For any singleton set {w},we can define a mapping (f): Gx {w} -> 
{w} by <j){g,w) = lo for all ^ G G, iw € {to}, Trivially {{w},4>) is a G-set. Therefore 
every singleton set is a G -set. 
(ii) The null set 0 is a G-set. 
(iii) Every identity mapping is a G-morphism. 
(iv) Composition of G-morphism is again a G-morphism. 
(v) Image of a G-morphism is a G-set. 
L e m m a 2 .2 .2 Let A" and Y be two G-sets. Then 
(i) X n r is a G-set. 
(ii) A" X F is a G-set. 
(iii) Disjoint imion of X and y is a G-set. 
L e m m a 2 . 2 . 3 Let {X,4)) be a G-set. Then 
(i) for any x,y € X, a relation ~ G on X defined by x ~ G U *^=^ y=4'{9i^)^ is an 
equivalence relation. 
(ii) the set X/ ~ G of all G-equivalence classes is a G-set. 
§ 2.3. PARTICULAR OBJECTS AND MORPHISMS IN G-
Sets 
Since the composition of G-morphisms is again a G-morphism and every identity 
mapping is a G-morphism, we can construct a category by taking G-sets as the objects 
of the category and G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. We call this cat-
egory as the category of G-sets and denote it by ^-sets. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 A morphism a : X -^ Y in Q-sets is injective if and only if it 
is left cancellable. 
P r o o f Let a : X -> y be an injective morphism in ^-sets. For any Z G ^-sets, 
suppose there are two morphisms h,k : Z -^ X in Q-sets such that {a oh) = {a ok). 
Then for any z G Z,we have 
(a o h){z) = (a o k){z) 
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=^ a{h{z)) = a{kiz)) 
=» h{z) — k{z) {as a is injective) 
=^ h = k 
implying there by a is left cancellable. Conversely, suppose that a is left cancellable 
and let a(xi) = a(x2) for a;i,X2 G X. Consider the set C = {w} and define two 
morphisms h,k : C ^ X such that h{w) = Xi and k{w) = x^. obviously, h and A; are 
G-morphisms. Then we have 
C -^X -^Y = C ^ X -^Y 
i.e, 
aoh — aok 
=^ h = k (as a is left cancellable) 
h{w) = k{w) for all w e C. 
which yields Xi — x^ implying thereby a is injective. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 2 A morphism a : X -^ Y 'm.Q -sets is surjective if and only if 
it is right cancellable. 
P r o o f Let us consider a : X -> y be a surjective morphism in ^-sets. For any 
Z e ^-sets, suppose there are two morphisms h,k : Y -^ Z va. ^-sets such that 
hok — k o a. Since a is surjective, for every y e Y there exists x e X such that 
y = a{x). Then we have 
h{y) = h{aix)) 
— (ho a){x) 
= {koa){x) 
— k{a{x)) 
= k{y) for all y EY 
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implying thereby h = k which amounts to say that a is right cancellable. 
Conversely, suppose that a is right cancellable. Define two morphisms h,k . Y 
{0,1} U Im{a) such that 
Hy) { y if 2/ 6 Im{a) 0 otherwise, 
k{y) = / 2/ if \ 1 ot 
y G Im{a) 
herwise. 
By example 2.2.2,(0,1} is a G-set and by lemma 2.2.1 (v) /m(a)is also a G-set, therefore 
by lemma 2.2.2 (iii) {0,1} U Im{a is a G-set. In order to prove that h and A; are 
G-morphisms we show that if y G Im{a) for all a E G. To substantiate this, let 
y G Im(a), then 
a(x) = y for some x E X 
=^ aa{x) = ay 
=> a{ax) = ay 
which yields ay G Im{a). Therefore, we have 
h{ay) = ay 
= <h{y))-
Again we show that if y ^ /m(a),then ay ^ lTn{a) for all a G G. Suppose, on contrary 
that y ^ Im{a) which amounts to say that ay G Im{a), then 
a{x) = ay for some x e X 
=^ a-^{a{x)) = y 
=> a((a- ' ) ) = y 
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implying thereby y G Im{a) which is a contradiction. Thus, we have 
h{ay) = 0 
= aO By example (2.2.2) . 
= a{h{y)) 
Therefore, h is a. G-morphism. Simlarly k is also a G-morphism. Hence h,k e ^-sets. 
Now, for any x e X,v/e have 
{h o a)(x) = h{a(x)) 
= a{x) {by definition of h) 
= k{a{x)) {by definition of k) 
= {ko a){x) 
imphes hoa = koa which gives h = k {as ais right cancellable). Suppose a : X -^ Y 
is not surjective, then there exist some y E Y such that y ^ Im{a). Thus, we have 
0 = h{y) — Hy) — 1 which is a contradiction and hence the result follows. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 A morphism a : X —^Y in ^-sets is called co-retraction (section) 
if and only if there exist a morphism P -.Y -^ X in Q-sets such that (3 oa = Ix 
Dually, we have the following definition; 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 2 A morphism a : X ^ Y in Q-sets is called retraction if and 
only if there exist a morphism P -.Y ^ X in Q-sets such that ao p — ly. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 3 A morphism a : X -^ Y in Q-sets is a monomorphism if and 
only if it is a co-retraction (section). 
P r o o f Let X be a G-set together with a fixed element w £ X such that aw = w 
for all a e G and let a : X -> y be a monomorphism in ^-sets. For any y EY, define 
a mapping P :Y —¥ X hy 
0( \-{ ^ ^^ 
' \ w other-inise. 
y E Im{a) and a{x) = y for some x E X 
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To show that (5 is well defined, suppose y = y' for all y,?/ G Y. Then either both 
y,y' G Im{a). If y,y' ^ /m(a),then ^(y) = u; = /3(y')- Suppose ,y,y' £ Im{a), then 
there exist a unique x,x' £ X such that a{x) = y and a(x') = y implying thereby 
P{y) = X and 0{y') = x'. Then P is well defined, for if y = y* 
^ a(x) = Q;(a;') 
=^ X = x' {as a is injective) 
=> m = P{y'). 
In order to prove that /3 is a G-morphism. We show that if y ^ Im{a) implying 
thereby ay G /m(a)which in turn yields 
a(x) = ay for some x G X 
=> a-^{a{x)) = y 
=> a{a~^) = y 
yielding thereby y G Im{a) which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
P{ay) = w 
= aw 
= a(P{y)) for all y ^ Im{a) 
Again we show that if y G lTn{a), then ay G Im{a) for all a eG. If y G Im{a), then 
a(x) = y /or some x G X 
^ a(a(a;)) = ay 
=> a(ax) = ay for all oy G Im{a) 
which implies ay G Im{a). Now, if y G 7m(a),then we have 
/^(x) = y for some x £ X 
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=j^  a{a{x) = ay 
implying thereby /5(ay) = ax = a{(3{y)) which amounts to say that (3 is a G-morphism. 
Finally,we show that Poa = Ix-het x' e X and Q{X') = y' for some y' G y. Then 
/3(y') = x' by definition of p. Thiis,we have 
{poa){x') = P{a{x')) 
= x' 
= Ix{x') far all x'eX. 
Which gives P o a = Ix and henceforth a is a section. 
Conversely, suppose that a : X -> F is a section, then there exist a morphism 
P : X -^ Y such that P o a = Ix which amounts to say that a is injective and so 
by Theorem 2.3.1 it is a monomorphism. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 4 A morphism a : X —^ Y in ^-sets is an epimorphism if and 
only if it is a retraction. 
P r o o f Let a : X -^ Y he an epimorphism in the category ^-sets. Then for every 
y €.Y there exist x E X such that a{x) — y. For each y EY choose by the axiom of 
choice and fix such an element x, say Xy, where Xy e a~^{y). Therefore we can define 
a mapping q :Y ^ X hy q{y) = Xy for ally EY. We show that g is a (7-morphism. 
Since, 
Xy E a-^y) 
^ a(%) = y 
=^ aa{xy) = y for all a EG 
=> a{axy) = ay 
=^ axy E a~^(ay) 
^ q{ay) = aXy 
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Which shows that g is a morphism in ^-sets. Now, for any y GY, we have 
{aoq){y) = a{q{y)) 
= a(xj/) . 
= y 
Which impUes aoq — ly and so a is a retraction. 
Conversely suppose that a : X —>• F is a retraction, then there exists a morphism 
P :Y ^ X such that a o /? = /y which amounts to say that a is surjective and so by 
Theorem 2.3.2, it is an epimorphism. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 .3 .5 The category ^-sets is balanced. 
P r o o f Since in the category ^-sets every bimorphism is an isomorphism, therefore 
the category ^-sets is balanced. 
Now, for our further results we need the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 Let X be a G-set. Then, a G-subset 5 of X together with 
an inclusion morphism i : 5 -> X is called the sub-object of X in ^-sets. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 Let X be a ^-sets and let ~ G be a G-equivalence relation on X. 
Then, the quotient set X/ ~ G together with the natural projection P : X ^ X/ ~ G is 
called a quotient object of X in ^-sets. 
IVivially, 0 forms a ^-sets i.e. 0 G ^-sets and for any other object X G ^-sets, there is 
only one morphism from 0 to X with no assignment i.e Hom{^, X) is singleton. 
Thus we have the following proposition: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 The category ^-sets has initial object. 
P r o o f By Lemma 2.2.1 (i), every singleton set {w} forms a ^-sets, there is only 
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one morphism from X to {w] i.e Hom{X, {w}) is singleton. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 3 . 2 The category ^-sets has a terminal object. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 1 The category ^-sets has no zero object. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 3 . 3 The category ^-sets is well powered. 
Proof . Since for any G-set X, the collection of all sub-objects of X is equivalent 
to the collection of all subset, P{X), the power set of X. But P{X) is a set. Hence, 
^-sets is well powered. 
Dually we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 The category ^-sets is co-well powered. 
§ 2.4. PRODUCTS A N D CO-PRODUCTS IN C?-Sets 
L e m m a 2 . 4 . 1 Let {Xi}i^i be a family of G-set. Then the product f] ^i of the 
family {Xi}i^i is a G-set. 
P r o o f Let {Xi}i^j be a family of G-sets for each i. In order to show that H ^ i is a 
G-set, define a mapping (j): G x YlXi ^ YiX, such that 
ieJ tG/ 
<}){a,f) = af for all aeG and / € JJXj, 
iG7 
where af : I -^ \J Xi is defined by 
ie/ 
(a/)(i) = a(f{i)) for each i e I. 
Clearly, af eJlXi and so (/> is well-defined. For any a,b G G and f ellXi,one gets 
(HabJMi) = ((a6)/)(z) 
= (a6)(/(z)) 
= a{b{f{i)) (as Xi is a G-set) 
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= a((6/)(i)) 
= a(0(6,/))(z) 
= (a(0(6./))W 
= {(l>{a,(t){b,f)))(i) jar all iel 
implying thereby 0(a6, / ) = 0(a, (f){b, /)). Again for the identity e G G?, we have 
me, mi) = {em 
Yielding thereby 0(e, f) = f and consequently (H ^u </•) is a G-set. 
ie/ 
Proposi t ion 2.4.1 Let {Ai}ie/ be a family of G-sets. Then, the disjoint miion 
U Xi of the family {A,},g/ is a G-set. 
Proof Let {Xi}ie/ be a family of G-sets for each i. For any g € G, define a mapping 
cf>:Gx\JXi--,\jXihy 
i e / tG/ 
(j){g,x) = gx whenever x E Xi. 
For any a,bEG, one gets 
(i>{ab,x) = {ab)x 
= a{bx) {as Xi is a G—set fcyr each i) 
= a{4>{b,x)) 
= <f){a,(f>{b,x)) 
Also, for the identity element e of G, we have 
(p{e,x) = ex 
X 
which shows that ((J ATj, 0) is a G-set. 
ie/ 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 4 . 2 The category ^-sets has finite products. 
P r o o f If X and Y are two G-sets, then by lemma 2.2.2 (ii) X x y is a G-set. 
Define projection mappings Px : X xY -^ X axvd P2 : X xY ^ Y hy pi{x,y) == x 
and P2(a;,y) = y for all x € X, y e y.For any a e G, {x,y) ^ X xY pi{a{x,y) = 
pi{ax, ay) = ax = a{pi{x, y)) 
and p2{a{x,y)) = p2{ax,ay) = ay = a{p2{x,y). Hence pi,p2 are G-morphisms. 
We claim that X xY together with the morphisms, pi,P2 is the categorical product 
of X and Y in ^-sets. Consider ai : X ^ Y and a2 : Y -¥ Z are two morphisms 
in ^-sets, then we can define a mapping rj : Z ^ X x Y by r){z) = (ai(z),Q2(z)) 
for all 2; € Z, for any a G G and z e Z we have T](az) = {ai{az),a2{az)) = 
{aai{z),aa2{z)) = a{ai{z),a2{z)) — a{r]{z)). Which shows that rj is a G-morphism 
and obviously Pi o r; = QI and p2 o rj = 02-
Finally we show that T) is unique, suppose, there exists another morphism ^ : Z —> 
X xY such that pio^ — ai and P2°^ = ot2-
Thus we have i{z) = ipii^{z),p2(^{z)) = {ai{z),a2iz)) = T]{Z) for aU z e Z which 
impHes that ^ = ^• 
Hence X xY forms the categorical product of X and Y. Thus, the category of G-sets 
has product for every pair of objects. This completes the proof. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 4 . 3 The category ^-sets has finite co-products. 
P r o o f Let X and Y be two G-sets such that X HY = (f), then by lemma 2.2.2 
(in) X U y is a G-set. Define inclusion mappings ui : X -^ Xl)Y and U2 : Y -^ XUY 
by ui(x) = x and 1x2(1/) = y for all x £ X, y eY 
for any a e G, x G X, y £Y ui{{ax)) — (ax) = a{x) = a{ui{x)) and 
U2((ay)) = (ay) = a(y) — a(u2{y)) are G-morphisms. We show that X U y together 
with the morphisms u\,U2 is the categorical co-product. 
Consider ai : X -¥ Z and 02 : Y -^ Z are two morphism in ^-sets, then we can define 
a mapping 77: X U y —^  Z by 
''^y> \ a2{t) if f e y 
Ai 
Now we have to show that 77 is a G-morphism for any a e G r}{{at)) = (ai(a^)) -
a{ai{t)) = a{T]{t)) and 7?((at)) = a2((at)) = a{oi2{t)) = a{r){t)), and for any x e X, 
we have (77 o Ui){x) = r]{ui{x)) = •q{x) = ai{x) which impUes that 77 o ui = ai and 
also for any y € Y, we have (77 o U2){y) = ^(^2(2/)) = ^(y) = a2(y) which implies 
that 77 o ^2 = a2. Lastly in order to show that 77 is unique, suppose there exist another 
morphism ^ : X UY -^ Z such that ^ o m = ai and ^ o 7x2 = a2- if a; G X, then 
^(x) = ^(ui(a;)) = ai(x) for all x G X which implies ^ = 77. Similarly, if y G Y, then 
also ^ = 77. Hence, X\JY forms the categorical co-product of X and Y. This completes 
the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 1 The category ^-sets has arbitrary products. 
P r o o f Let {Xi}i^i be a family of objects in ^-sets. Consider the set p = {/ : / -> 
\JXi : f{i) G Xi, for all i G / } . In view of lemma 2.2.2, the set p is a G-set under 
the mapping G x P —^ P such that (a , / ) —>• af where (a/)(i) = a( / (0) = a(pi(/)) 
which shows that pi's are G-morphisms. We show that P together with the projections 
{Pt}ie/ is the categorical product of the family {Xi}tg/ in ^-sets. 
Let {Qi : X -> Xi} be a family of G-morphisms in ^-sets. Then we can define a 
mapping rj : X -^ P such that x -^ T]{X) where 77(0;) : I -^ \jXi described by 
(77(a;))(i) = qi{ax) = a{qi{x)) = a(77(x))(z) for alH G / implying 77(00;) — 0(77(0;)) which 
shows that 77 : X -> P is a morphism in ^-sets. Moreover, for any i G / we have 
(pi o 77)(a;) = Pi{T]{x)) = {v{x)){i) = qi{x) for all x G X implying Pi o 77 = qi. 
Finally, for the uniqueness for 77, suppose there exist another morphism ^ : X ^ P 
such that PiO^ = qi for all i G / . Then, we have {jpi o ^ )(x) = Pt(^(x)) — {r]{x)){i) = 
qi(x) = (77(x))(i) for all x G X yielding thereby (^(x))(i) = (77(x))(i) for a lH G / 
implying ^(x) = 77(x) for all x e X which in turn yields ^ — 77.This completes the 
proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 2 The category ^-sets has arbitrary co-products. 
P r o o f Let {Xi}i^j be a family of ^-sets. Consider the set \jXi, then by proposition 
2.4.1, \jXi is a. G-sets. For each i G / define the inclusion mappings, Ui : X ^ \JXi 
by Ui{x) = X for all X G X, obviously, Ui's are G-morphisms. We claim that [jXi 
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together with the inclusion {•Ui}iG/ is the co-product of the family {Xi}i^im Q-sets. 
Let {qi: X -^Y} be a family of morphisms in ^-sets. Then we can define a mapping 
T] : \JXi -^ Y hy r){x) = qi{x) for all x G Xi, and i e I. Clearly r? is a morphism in 
^-sets as for any a € G, we have {r){ax)) = a{T}{x)). Moreover, for any i G / , one gets 
(77 o Ui){x) = r){iLi{x)) = r){x) = qi{x) for all x G X implying r}oui = qi. 
Finally , for the uniqueness for 77, suppose there exist another morphism ^-.{jXi-^Y 
such that ^oui — qi, for any i G / one gets (^ o Ui){x) = ^{ui{x)) = ^(x) = qi{x) = 
T)('Ui{x)) for all X G X implying ^(x) = T]{X) for all x e X, which in turn yields that 
( = T). This completes the proof. 
§ 2.5. EQUALIZERS, CO-EQUALIZERS AND INTERSEC-
TIONS IN g-Sets 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 1 Let a,/3 : X -^ Y he a pair of G-morphisms. Then, the sub-
set K = {xeX : a{x) = /5(x)} C j5 ,^ is a G-subset of X. 
P r o o f In order to prove that X is a G-subset of X, define a mapping (l>: G xK -> K 
by <t>i9,k) = gkioraUg eG and k e K. clearly, for any k E K,gk E K and henceforth 
(f) is well-defined. Now for any a,b E G and k E K, we have 
4>{ab, k) 
If e is the identity element of G, 
which amounts to say that /if is a 
He 
= {ab)k 
= a{bk) 
= a<f)(b,k) 
= (f>{a,(f){b,k)) 
,k) = k 
= k 
G-subset of X. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 2 The category ^-sets has equaUzers. 
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P r o o f Let a,P : X -^ Y he a. pair of morphisms in ^-sets. Consider the subset 
K = {x eX : a{x) = P{x)} which is a G-set, by the Theorem 2.5.1. Let i : K -^ X 
be the inclusion mapping described by i{x) = x for SLW x E K, for any a e G we have 
i{ax) = ax = a{i{x)) for all x G X which is a G-morphism. We claim that K together 
with the morphism i : K ^ X is the equahzer c>f a and (3 in ^-sets. For any x E K, 
we have 
{aoi)(x) = a{i{x)) 
= a{x) 
= • f3{x) [as a{x) = I3{x)] 
= m^)) 
- (/5oi)(x) 
Which impUes that a o i = ^ o i. For any object M e ^-sets, let w : M -^ X 
be a morphism in ^-sets such that a o u = P o u. Now, for any m G M, we have 
a(it(Tn)) = P{u{m)) gives Im(u) C ii' in ^-sets. Therefore we can define a mapping 
T]: M -^ K hy r]{m) — u{m) for all m e M. For any o € G, we get r]{am) = 0(77(771)) 
and so r; is a G-morphism. 
Finally in order to prove that T) is unique, suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : M —> X in ^-sets, such that io ^ = u, then, we have {i o ^ ){m) = u{Tn) implying 
thereby i{^{m)) = i{u{m)) which gives ^{m) = 77(771) for all 77i G M yielding ^ = 77. 
This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 3 The category ^-sets has co-equalizers. 
P r o o f Let a , ^ : X —> F be a pair of morphisms in the category ^-sets. Let R 
he a relation on Y such that for any 7/1,^ 2, yiRy2 '^=^ Vi = Oi{x) and 7/2 = P{x) for 
some X e X. Consider a smallest equivalence relation on Y containing R. Then by 
lemma 2.2.3, Y/R is a G-set. define a natural mapping P : Y -^ Y hy P{y) — \y\ 
for all y G y . Obviously P is a G-morphism. We show that YjR together with the 
morphism P : F -> YjR is the co-equalizer of a and /3 in ^-sets. For any a; G X, we 
have (p o a)(x) = v{ct{^)) = \<^{x)\ = [7/1] = b ] = [P{x)] = p{Pix)) = (p o p){x) which 
implies poa — pop. 
For any object Z G ^ -sets, let q:Y -^ Z he o. morphism in c;-sets such that qoa = qop. 
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Define a mapping rj : Y/R -^ Z by ri{[y]) = q{y) for any y eY. Let [yi] = [^ 2] im-
plying thereby yi ~ij y2 which impUes j/i = a{x) and y2 = f3{x) for some x e X. 
Now, r)([yx]) = q{yi) = q{a(x)) = (qo a){x) = (g o ^ )(x) = qif3{x)) = 9(^2) = ^ ( b j ) 
which amoimts to say that r} is well-defined. One can easily se that 77 is a G-morphism 
and we have (77 o p){y) = T]{p{y))'q{[y]) = q{y) for all y e Y which yields r] o p ^ q. 
Lastly, in order to show that 77 is imique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : Y/R -^ Z in ^-sets such that ^op = q. Then we have (^ op){y) = q{y) yielding 
thereby ^ip{y)) = qiy) which impUes Ci[y]) = qiv) = vib/]) for all [y] G Y/R yielding 
^ = 7;. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 4 The category ^-sets has intersections. 
P r o o f Let {ui : Xi -> X}i^j be a family of sub-objects of an object X G ^-sets 
where Uj's are inclusion mappings which axe trivially G-morphisms. Consider the set 
X' = f\Xi for all ie I. By the lemma 2.2.2, X' is a G-set. Let u : X' ^ X defined 
by u{x) = x for all x G X', be a morphism in ^-sets. We claim that X' together with 
u: X' -> X is the intersection of the family of sub-objects {ut : Xi —>• X}i^i in ^-sets. 
For each i, define a family of morphisms Vi : X' -^ Xi by Vi(x) = a; for all x G X' which 
are trivally G-morphisms and we have UiOVi = u. Now, for any object Y G ^ -sets, let 
/ : y -> X be a morphism in ^-sets which factors through each Wj i.e., 
Y ^X = Y -^Xi^X. 
For any y G Y, we have f{y) = (ui o /f)(y) = Ui{fi{y)) = fi(y) e Xi which im-
phes f{Y) C Xi for aU z G / yielding thereby f{Y) C f]Xi = X'. Therefore we 
can define a mapping rj : Y -^ X' hy r}{y) — f{y) for all y e Y. For any a e G 
Vif^y) = fifly) = af{y) = a{r]{y)), which implies 77 is a G-morphism and for any y EY, 
we have (u o ^)(y) = u{T){y)) = 77(y) = f{y) which implies w o 77 = / Finally, for 
the imiqueness for 77,suppose there exists another morphism ^ : Y -^ X' such that 
u o ^ = / , for all y G Y. (u o ^){y) = u{^{y)) = ^{y) = f{y) = r]{y) = u{r]{y)) implying 
^(y) = Viy) for all y G y which in turn in yields ^ = 77. This complets the proof. 
§ 2.6. FULLBACKS, PUSHOUTS AND COMPLETENESS 
IN ^-Sets 
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T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 1 The category ^-sets has pullbacks. 
P r o o f By the propostion 2.4.2 and Theorem 2.5.2, the category ^-sets has finite 
products and equaUzers, therefore the category ^-sets has pullbacks ([1], 1987, Theo-
rem 3.7). Dually we have 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 2 The category ^-sets has pushouts. 
P r o o f By proposition 2.4.3 and Theorem 2.5.3, the category ^-sets has finite co-
products and co-equalizers, therefore the category |^-sets has pushouts ([1], 1987, The-
orem 3.8). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 3 The category ^-sets is left complete. 
P r o o f By Theorem 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.5.2 The category ^-sets has arbitrary prod-
ucts and equalizers. Therefore, the category ^-sets is left complete ([6], 1964, pp.26) 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 4 The category ^-sets is right complete. 
P r o o f By Theorem 2.4.2 and Theorem 2.5.3, the category ^-sets has arbitrary co-
products and co-equahzers. Therefore, the category ^-sets is right complete ([6], 1964, 
PP,26). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 5 The category ^-sets is complete. 
P r o o f By Theorem 2.6.3 and Theorem 2.6.4, the category ^-sets is complete ([6], 
1964). 
§ 2.7. IMAGES, CO-IMAGES AND FACTORIZATION IN 
a-Sets 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 7 . 1 Let / : X -^ F be a C-morphism. Then for any Xi,X2 G X a 
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relation ~ / on X defined by Xi ~ / x^ '^=^ /(xi) = f{x2) is an equivalence relation. 
P r o o f For any x e X, we have f{x) = f{x) implying thereby x ~ / x. Now, suppose 
xi ~ / X2. Then /(xi) = /(X2). So we have /(X2) = /(xi) implies that X2 ~ Xi. 
Further, suppose xi ~ X2 and X2 ~ X3. Then /(xi) = /(X2) and /(X2) == f{x3)- Thus 
we have / (xi) = /(X2) = fi^s) implying there by xi ~ X3. Consequently ~ / is an 
equivalence relation. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 7 . 2 Let / : X -> F be a G-morphism. Then for any x e X, 
the equivalence class of x under the equivalence relation ~ / is a G-set. 
P r o o f Let [x] be an equivalence class of x with respect to ~ / . Define a map-
ping (f) : G X [x] -^ [x] by 4>{g,x') — x' for all g e G, x' e [x]. Trivally, {[x],<f)) is a 
G-set. 
R e m a r k 2 . 7 . 1 We shall denote by X/ r^f the set of all equivalence classes with 
respect ~ / . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 7 . 3 The set X/ ~ / is a G-set. 
P r o o f Let X be a G-set and ~ / be an equivalence relation on X. Define a map-
ping (f> : G -K X/r^f ->• X / ~ / by (f){g, [x]) = [gx] for for all y e G, x G X. To show 
that (f> is well defined, suppose, [xi] — [X2] which implies Xi ~ / X2 yielding thereby 
/(xi) = /(X2). Thus, we have f{g{xi)) = f{g{x2)) impling [^ Xi] ^ [5x2] and hence 
^{QA^I]) — 0(5'>[2;2]). Therefore 0 is well defined. For any a, 6 G G and x G X, we 
get (f){ah, [x]) = (f>{a, [hx\) — ^ {a,(f}{h, [x]). Again if e is the identity element of G and 
X G X, then </)(e, [x]) = [ex] = [x], which shows that (X/~/,(/») is a G-set. 
T h e o r e m 2 .7 .1 The category ^-sets has images. 
P r o o f Let / : X ->^  y be a morphism in the category ^-sets. Consider the set 
I = {/(^) '• ^ ^ ^}> by Lemma 2.2.1 (v) / is a G-set. Define an inclusion morphisms 
u : / -> y by u(/(x) = /(x) for all /(x) G / , then it is a monomorphism in ^-sets. We 
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claim that u : / -> y is the image of / . 
Consider the morphism a : X ^ I defined by a(x) = f{x) for all x e X. For any 
X G X, we get {uoa){x) = a{x) = f{x) which implies f = uoa. 
Let u' : S -^ Y he a sub-object of Y and a' : X -^ S he a, morphism in ^-sets 
such that u' o a' = f. Define a morphism r] : I -^ S hy r/(/(x)) = a'(x) for all 
X e X. For any xi,X2 G X, let /(xi) = /(xg) implying w'(a'(xi)) = u'{a'{x2)). 
Thus, we get Q;'(XI) = a(x2), as u' is a monomorphism. Henceforth, the mapping rj 
is well-defined. The mapping r; is a G-morphism because for any a E G, one gets 
77(a(/(x)) = nifiax)) = a'(ax) = a{a'{x)) = a{r){f{x)). 
Moreover, for any / (x) G / , we get {u' o T)){f{x)) = u'{r}{f{x))) = u'{a'{x)) — f{x) = 
u(/(x)). Therefore, we get u' or] = u. 
Lastly, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism ^ : I -^ S 
in ^-sets such that ^ o a = a'. Then for any x G X, we have (^ o Q) = a'(x) implying 
^(a(x)) = a'(x). Thus, we have ^( /(x)) = a'(x) = T}{f{x)) for all / (x) G / . Therefore, 
^ = r} and hence the result follows. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 7 . 4 The category ^-sets has epimorphic images. 
P r o o f By Theorem 2.7.1 the morphism a is an epimorphism, therefore the cate-
gory ^-sets has epimorphic images [12]. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 7 . 2 The category ^-sets has co-images. 
P r o o f Let / : X -^ y be a morphism in ^-sets and ~ / be an equivalence rela-
tion on X. Then by proposition 2.7.3 X / ~ / is a G-set. Define a natural morphism 
Pi : X -> X/r^f by p(x) = [x] for all x G A", then p is an epimorphism in ^-sets. We 
claim that P : X -^ -^ /~ / is the co-image of / . 
Consider a morphism j : X/r^f -> Y defined by j{[x]) = f{x) for all x G X, then j is 
a monomorphism in ^-sets. For any x G X, we get {j op)(x) = j{[x]) = f{x) which 
gives j op = / . 
Let p' : X ->• (5 be a quotient object of X and f : Q ~¥ Y he a morphism in ^-sets 
such that fop' = / . Define a morphism r]: Q -^ X / ~ / by 7/(p'(x)) = [x] for all x G X. 
For any Xi,X2 G X, let p'(xi) = p'(x2) yielding thereby j'{p'{xi)) = j'{p'{x2) which 
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implies / (xi) = /(X2) giving [xi] = [X2]. Therefore, the mapping r/ is well-defined. For 
any aeG, one gets r](ap'(x)) = i]{p'{ax)) = [ax] = a{r]{p'{x)). Thus, 77 is a morphism 
in ^-sets. 
Moreover, for any x € X, we have (77 o p')(x) = [x] = p(x). Henceforth, r]oj/ = p. Fi-
nally, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism ^ : Q -> A"/~/ 
in ^-sets such that ^op' =p. Then for any x e X, we have {^oj/){x) — p(x) implying 
thereby i{p'{x)) = [x] = r}\pf{x)] for all p'(x) G Q. Thus we get ^ = 77 and hence the 
result follows. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 7 . 3 The category ^-sets is uniquely factorizable. 
P r o o f Let / : X -> V be a morphism in ^-sets and ~ / be an equivalence relation on 
X. Then by proposition 2.7.3 X / ~ / is a G-set. Define a mapping q : X / ~ / —)^  X by 
g([x]) = /(x) for all X € X. For any Xi, X2 € X, we have [xi] = [X2] implying xi~/X2 
thus, we have / (xi) = /(X2). and henceforth the mapping q is well-defined. Obviously, 
g is a monomorphism in ^-sets. 
Define a natural morphism p: X -¥ X / ~ / by p{x) — [x] for all x G X. Trivially p is a 
epimorphism in ^-sets. Thus the morphism / can be factorized as 
X ^ r = X - ^ x / ~ / ^ y, 
where 9 is a monomorphism and p is an epimorphism in ^-sets. 
To show that q is vmiquely factorizable, let us consider another factorization of / as 
X ^Y = X -^B-^Y 
where a : X -4 J5 is an epimorphism and ^ : B ^ Y \s 3. monomorphism in ^-sets. 
Consider a mapping 77 : X / ~ / ->• B defined by 77([x]) = a(x) for all x G X. For 
any xi,X2 G X, suppose [xi] = [X2], then /(xi) = /(X2). Thus, we have /?(a(xi))= 
P{a{x2)) which yields a{xi) ~ a(x2), as ^ is a monomorphism. Therefore, the mapping 
77 is well-defined. 
For any a e G, vfe get 77(a[x]) = 77([ax]) = a{ax) = a{a{x)) = a(77([x])) which 
amoimts to say that 77 is a morphism in ^-sets. Moreover, for any x G X, one gets 
(77op)(2;) = 77(p(x)) = 77([x]) = a{x) which yields 77op = a. Also for any [x] G X / ~ / , 
we get (/? o 77)([x]) = /3(a(x)) = f{x) = q([x]) which implies /3or) = q. 
To show that 77 is unique, suppose there exist another morphism ^ : X/r^f -> 5 in 
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^-sets such that (, o p = a. Then for any x G X, we have (^ o p) = a{x) yielding 
^{[x]) — a{x) = T?([x]) for all [x] G X / ~ / which gives ^ = 77. 
Finally we show that r} is an isomorphism. We have, r]op = a yielding thereby 77 op is an 
epimorphism as a is an epimorphism which amounts to say that 77 is an epimorphism. 
Also, we have f = (3oa = {l3Qr])op. But f = qop, therefore we get 9op = (/3o77) op 
which gives g = /3o77aspisan epimorphism. Thus, /? o r; is a monomorphism as g is a 
monomorphism. Therefore, r? is a monomorphism. Consequently, the category ^-sets 
is imiquely factorizable. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE CATEGORY OF POINTED G-SETS 
§ 3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by the idea of pointed sets, pointed mappings, G-sets and G-morphisms, 
the notions of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms are defined. The category of 
pointed G-sets denoted by Q-sets*, has been constructed by taking into account pointed 
G-sets as the objects of the category and pointed G-morphisms as the morphisms of 
the category. 
In section (3.2) we give the definitions of pointed G-set and pointed G-morphism. 
In section (3.3) we give the definition of the category of pointed G-sets together with 
some results on pointed G-morphisms. In section (3.4) we give more definitions and 
state some results on pointed G-sets. While, section (3.5) deals with finite products, 
finite co-products and finite intersections in the category of pointed G-sets. Section 
(3.6) is devoted to the study of equalizers and co-equalizers in the category of pointed 
G-sets. Section (3.7) deals with kernels and co-kernels in the category of pointed G-
sets. Finally, section (3.8) is devoted to the study of puUback, pushout diagrams, 
completeness and the factorization of the category of pointed G-sets. 
For references see ([22], [23], [26], [73], [74], {75]). 
§ 3.2. DEFINITIONS 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 A pointed set (X, x') is said to be a pointed G-set if there exists 
a mapping <j): G x X -^ X such that 
(i) (X, (/)) is a G-set. 
(ii) <j){g,x') = x' for all p G G 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 2 Let {X,x') and {Y,y') be two pointed G-sets. then a mapping 
/ : {X,x')—>• {Y,y') is called a pointed G-morphism if 
(i)/ is a G-morphism i.e.f {ax) = af{x) for all aeG, x e X 
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V^^^x/f 
(ii) fix') = l/. '^ 
§ 3.3. MONOMORPHISMS, EPIMORPHISMS, SECTIONS 
AND RETRACTIONS IN ^-Sets* 
Since the composition of pointed G-morphisms is again a pointed G-morphism 
and every identity mapping is a pointed G-morphism. We can construct a category by 
taking the pointed G-sets as the objects of the category and the pointed G-morphisms 
as the morphisms of the category. We call this category as the category of pointed 
G-sets and denote it by Q-sets*. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 1 A morphism a : {X,x') —>• (y,^/) in Q-set* is injective if and 
only if it is left cancellable. 
P r o o f Let a : {X, x') —> (Y, y') be an injective morphism in the category Q-set*. For 
any pointed G-set (Z, z'), suppose there are two morphisms h, k : {Z, z') —> {X, x') in 
G-set* such that aoh = aok. Then for any z G Z, we have (a o h){z) = (a o k{z), 
which implies h{z) = k{z) as a is injective. Thus we have h = k implying thereby, a 
is left cancellable. 
Conversely, suppose that a : {X,x') —> (Y,?/) is left cancellable in Q-sets*. We have 
to show that a is injective. Suppose, on contrary, that a is not injective, then there 
exists a pair of elements a;i,X2 € X such that xi ^ X2 and a{xi) ^ a{x2). Consider 
a pointed G-set {{W},w) and define two morphisms h,k : {{W},w) —^ {X,x') such 
that hiw) = xi, h{w) = a/ and k{w) = X2, k{w) = x'. Obviously, h and k are pointed 
G-morphisms. It is clear that h^ k but aoh = aok and hence a is not left cancellable 
which is a contradiction. This complete the proof. 
Dually the following can be proved: 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 2 A morphism a : (X,x') —> {y,y') in Q-set* is surjective if and 
only if it is right cancellable. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 3 A morphism a : iX,x') —> (y,?/') in Q-set* is a monomorphism 
if and only if it is a section. 
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P r o o f Let a : {X,x') —)• {Y,y) be a monomorphism in Q-sets*. Define a map-
ping fi : (y, yi) —^ {X,x') such that for any y &Y 
3(y) = / ^' */ ?/ ^ ^^(^) 
'^^^' \ X if y ^ Im{a) and a{x) — y for some x e X 
Notice that x is unique by injective of a and henceforth P is well defined. Now we 
show that if y ^ /m(a) , then ay ^ Im{a) for all a e G, suppose, on contrary, that 
y ^ Im{a) where ay e Im{a), then we have a{x) — ay for some x e X. Thus, we get 
a{a~^x) = y yielding thereby y G Im{a.) which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
P{ay) — x' = ax' = a{f3{y)) for all ?/ ^ Im{a). Again, we notice that if y G Im{a), then 
ay G Im{a) for all a G G. For if y G lTn{a), then a(a;) = y for some x E X. Therefore, 
we get a{a{x)) = ay, implying ay G Im{a). Now, if y G Im{a), then we have OL{X) = y 
for some x E X which gives a{ax) — ay. Thus we have P{ay) = ax = a{P{y)) which 
shows that ;9 is a G-morphism. 
Further, if y' ^ Im{a), then /3(y') = x'. If y' G /m(a) , then we have a(x) = y' for 
some X G X. But a{x!) = y' as a is a pointed G-morphism. Thus a{x) = Q:(a;') imphes 
X = x'. Therefore, /5(y') = a;' and consequently /? is a pointed G-morphism. Finally, 
we show that fioa = Ix- Let us consider XiE X such that OL{XI) = yx for some yi G y 
which amounts to write that (3{yi) = xi for all xi G -X", which imphes (5 o a — Ix, 
showing that a is a section. 
Conversely, suppose that a : {X, x') —> {Y, y') is a section, then there exists a mor-
phism /? : (Viy') —> {X,x') such that P o a — Ix, which implies that a is injective 
and hence a monomorphism by Theorem 3.3.1. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 4 A morphism a : {X,x') —> {y,y') in Q-set* is an epimorphism if 
and only if it is a retraction. 
P r o o f Let / : {X,x') —> {Y,y') be an epimorphism in Q-set*. Then for any 
y EY, there exists x e X such that /(x) = y. Define a mapping q : {Y, y' —> {X, x') 
by q{y) = x' such that x' G /~^(y) for all y eY. Since, x' G f~^iy) implying f{x') = y. 
Thus we get f{ax') = ay for all a G G, which yields ax~^ G /~^(oy). therefore, we have 
q{ay) = ax' implying thereby q{ay) = ax' for all a G G, which yields ax' G f~'^{ay). 
Therefore, we have q(ay) = ax' implying thereby q{ay) = a{q{y)) which shows that n is 
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a 6?-morphisin. Also for the base point y' oiY, we have q{y') = x' and consequently, q 
is a pointed G-morphism. Now for any y e V, we have {foq){y) = f{q{y)) = f{x') == y 
implying f oq = ly and henceforth / is a retraction. 
Conversely, suppose that a : (X, x') —v (Y, y') is a retraction, there exists a morphism 
ft : (y, y') —> {X, x') such that a o/3 = /y which implies that a is surjective and hence 
an epimorphism by theorem 3.3.2. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 5 The category Q-sets* is balanced. 
P r o o f By Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.4, it follows that in the category Q-sets* 
every bimorphism is an isomorphism. Hence the category G-sets* is balanced. 
§ 3.4. DEFINITIONS A N D RESULTS ON POINTED G-Sets 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 1 Let {Xjig/ be a family of G-sets. Then the product of {Xi}ia, 
denoted by YlXi is defined to be the set {/ : / —> (JXj : / ( i ) e Xi far all i e I}. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 4 . 1 [22], Theorem 3.2] Let {Xi}i^i be a family of G-sets. Then the 
product n ^i of tlie family {Xi}i^i is a G-set. 
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P r o o f Let {Xi}i^i be a family of G-sets for each i. In order to show that f] Xi 
is a G-set, define a mapping (/> : G x fj ^ i —> Il^i such that n 0(a, / ) = af for 
all a G G and / e n ^u where af : I —^ U ^ i is defined by (a/)(z) = a(f{i)) 
i&I iel 
for each i G / , clearly, af e YlXi and so 0 is well-defined. For any a,b e G and 
/ 6 n ^ t , one gets 
16/ 
(<^(a6,/))(z) = ((a6)/)(i) 
= (a6)(/(z)) 
= a{b{f{i)) {as Xi is a G-set) 
- a((6/)(i)) 
= a(0(6,/)(z)) 
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= (0{a,0(6,/)))(i) fm- all iel 
implying thereby 0(a6, / ) = 0(a, 0(6, / ) ) . Again, for the identity e G G, we have 
(</>(e,/))(0 = (e/)(z) 
= f{i) for all iel 
yielding thereby 0(e, f) = f and consequently (fl -^t>'/') ^ ^ G-set. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 2 Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Then a pointed set {A,x') is 
called a pointed G-subset of {X, x') if yl is a G-subset of X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 3 Let (X, x') be a pointed G-set and (^ 4, x'), ( 5 , x') be two pointed 
G-subsets of (X, x') such that A n B=0. Then the disjoint union of {A, x') and {B, x') 
is defined to be the set {A U B, x'). 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 4 Let {X, x') be a pointed G-set and {A, x'), (J5, x') be two pointed 
G-subsets of {X,x'). Then the intersection of {A,x') and {B,x') is defined to be the 
set{AnB,x'). 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 5 Let {X, x') and {Y, y') be two pointed G-sets. Then their product 
is defined to be the ordered pair {X x Y, {x', y')). 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 1 Let X and Y be two pointed G-sets. Then 
(i) The cartesian product of any two pointed G-sets is a pointed G-set, 
(ii) Disjoint union of pointed G-subsets is a pointed G-subset, 
(iii) Intersection of a finite family of pointed G-subsets is a pointed G-subset. 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 2 Let (X,</») be a G-set. Then 
(i) for any x, y 6 X, a relation ~ G on X defined by X~G?/ '^=^ y = 0(5,2;) for some 
5 e G, is an equivalence relation, 
(ii) the set X/'^G of all G-equivalence classes is a G-set. 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 3 Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set and '^ G be a G-equivalence rela-
tion on X. Then the pointed set ( X / ~ G , W]) is a pointed G-set. 
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P r o o f Define a mapping (f>: G x A ' / ~ G —> X / ~ G by (t){g, [x]) = [gx] for all g e G, 
X e X. Obviously ( X / ~ G ) is a G-set and for any aeG,we get (f>{a, [x']) = [ax'] = [x'] 
which shows that ( X / ~ G > W]) is a pointed G-set. 
§ 3.5. PRODUCTS, CO-PRODUCTS AND INTERSECTIONS 
IN a-Sets* 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 1 The category Q-set* has finite products. 
P r o o f If {X,x') and {Y,y') are two pointed G-sets, then by Lemma 3.4.1 (i), 
{X X Y, {x', y')) is also a pointed G-set.. Define natural projections pi : X xY —¥ X 
and P2: X xY —^ Y by Pi{x,y) = x and P2{x,y) = y for a\\ x E X, y e Y. Trivially 
Pi and P2 are pointed G-morphisms. 
We claim that {X x Y, {3^,y')) together with morphisms pi and p2 is the categorical 
product of (X,x') and (^,3/). 
Let a i : {Z,z') —> iX,x') a2 : iZ,z') —y (Y,'}/) be two morphisms in Q-set*, then 
we can define a mapping 77 : {Z,z') —>• {X x Y,{x',y')) by r]{z) = {ai{z),a2{z)) 
for all z e Z. For any z E Z and a €. G, one gets 'q{az) = {a\{az),a2{az)) — 
a{ai{z),a2{z)) = a{T]{z)) which shows that 77 is a G-morphsm and also r]{z') — 
{ai{z'),a2(z')) = {x',y'). Therefore 77 is a pointed G-morphism. Also, we have 
ipi ° ^)(^) = Piivi^)) — Pi{(^i{z)iOt2{z)) = cii{z) which implies Pi o r) = ai and 
(P2 o 'n){z) = P2(^('Z)) = P2{oii{z), a2{z)) = a2(^) Which implies P2 o ?7 = 02-
Finally, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose, there exist another morphism ^ : {Z, z') —)• 
{X X Y,{x',y)) in Q-set* such that pi o ^ = ai and P2 ° ^ = 02• Then we have 
^(z) = {pi{^{z),P2(^z)) — {ai{z),a2{z)) = T){Z). This completes the proof. 
Next let {X, x') and (y, y') be two pointed G-sets. Consider the pointed G-subset 
of X X y with the base point {x',y'), consisting of the elements of the type {x,y') 
and {x', y) for all X e X, y G y and denote it by {X + Y, {x', y')).Trivally, the natural 
inclusions ui •.{X,x') —> {X + Y,{x,y)) and U2 : {Y,y') -^ [X + Y, {x',y')) are pointed 
G-morphisms. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 2 The category G-set* has finite co-products. 
P r o o f If {X,x') and {¥,1/) are two pointed G-sets, then obviously {X + Y, {x',y')) 
is a pointed G-set. Define natural inclusions ui : {X, x') —> {X H- Y, {x\ y') and 
U2 : {¥,'(/) —^ (X + Y,{x\y[) by ui(x) = (x.y') and ^2(2/) = {x',y) for all x G X, 
y G y , which are trivally pointed G-morphisms. We claim that {X + Y, {x', y')) to-
gether with morphisms Ui and U2 is the categorical co-product of {X,x') and {y,y')-
Let Oil : {X,x') —> {Z,z') and ^2 : {Y,y') —y {Z,z') be two morphisms in Q-sets*. 
Define a mapping rj: (X -h Y,(x', 2/)) —> (Z, z') as follows: 
v{x',y') = z' 
T]{x,y') = ai{x) for all xeX 
T]{x', y) = oc2{x) for all y eY. 
For any z e Z and a e G, one gets T}{a{x,y')) — r]{ax,ay') — 'q{ax,y') = ai{ax) — 
a(ai(x)) = ar}{x,y'). Similarly T}{a{x',y) = ar){x',y). Thus 77 is a G-morphism and as 
r]{x',y') = z', it follows that 77 is a pointed G-morphism. Obviously, rjoui = ai and 
770U2 = Q:2- Finally we show that r) is unique. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
^ : {X + Y, {x',]/)) —y {Z, z') in Q-sets* such that ^oui = ai and (^ou2 — a2.Then 
for any x € X, we have {$, o Ui){x) — ai(x) implying thereby ^(wi(x)) = ai(x) which 
yields ({x,y') = •n{x,y') for aH {x,y') e X + Y. Therefore ^ ^ r). Similarly , for any 
y eY, we have {( o U2){y) = 02(2/) which yields ^{u2{y)) = 0:2(1/) implying thereby 
^(x', y) = r]{x', y) for all (x', y) e X + Y. Thus ^ = 77 and consequently T] is unique. 
This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 3 The category G-set* has finite intersections. 
P r o o f Let {ui : {Xi,x') —> {X,x');i = 1,2, ,n} be a family of sub-objects of an 
object (X,x') e Q-set*, where Wj's are inclusion mappings which are trivially pointed 
G-morphisms. Consider the set X' = f)Xi. By Lemma 3.4.1 (iii) X' is a pointed 
G-set with the base point x'. Hence, {X,x') e Q-set*. u : {X',x') —> {X,x') is the 
intersection of the family of sub-objects {ui : {Xi,x') —> {X,x');i = 1,2, ....,n} in 
g-set*. 
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Consider morphisms Vi : iX',x') —> {Xi,x') defined by Vi{x) = x iov all x e X' , i = 
1,2,..., n. Trivially ViS are G-morphisms and also Vi{x') = x'. Therefore Vi are pointed 
G-morphisms. For any x G X, we have {ui o Vi){x) = Ui{vi{x)) = Ui{x) = x = u{x) 
which impUes u, o Vi = Ui. Now, for any object Y eG-sets*, let / : {Y,y') —> {X,x') 
be a morphism in Q-sets* which factors through each Ui i.e., f = Uiofi. For any y eY, 
one gets f{y) = (ui o fi)(y) = Ui{fi{y)) = fi{y) G Xi which yields f{Y) C Xi for each 
i, (i = 1,2, ...,n.) implying thereby / ( y ) C f |Xi = X'. Therefore we can define a 
mapping 77 : {Y,'i/) ->• (X',x') by r]{y) = f{y) for all y G Y. It can be easily shown 
that T) is a pointed G-morphism. 
Now for any y e Y, we get (u o T})(Y) = u{r}{y)) = rj{y) = f{y) which implies 
uor} = f. It remains to show that r) is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
i : {Y,y') -^ (X', x') in g-sets* such that w o ^  = / . Then we have (u o ^ )(y) = f{y) 
yielding thereby u{(,{y)) = T]{y) which gives ^{y) = rj{y) for all y ^Y implying thereby 
^ — T}. This completes the proof. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 5 . 1 If 5 : / —> j jXj is the mapping defined by 5{i) = x[ for 
all i G / . Then the set JJ Xi together with the base point 5 is a. pointed Q-set*. 
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P r o o f By Proposition 3.4.1 J^ Aj is a G-set under the mapping (j) : G x JJXi —> 
n Xi defined by (/){a, f) = af for all a G G and f e Y[Xi, where af : I —> (J Xj is 
»€/ 16/ i e / 
defined by (a/)(i) = a(/(z)) for each z G / . 
For any a G G, we have (^(a,S)){i) = a5{i) ^ a(5(i)) = a(x'i) = x'i = S(i) for all z G / 
which impHes (f>{a, S) = S and henceforth (H -'^i, <^) is a pointed G-set. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 5 . 2 Projections are pointed G-morphisms. 
P r o o f Let {(Xi,Xi)}i^i be a family of pointed G-sets. Then by Proposition 3.5.1 
Y[Xi with the base point 5 is a pointed G-set. For each index i G / , we define 
te/ 
projections pi : HXi —>• A", by Pi{fi)) = f{i). Now, for any a G G, we have 
te / 
Pt(a/) = (a/){i) = a(/(i)) = o(pi(/)) which shows that pi's are G-morphism. Also we 
have pi{S) = 5(i) = x .^ Therefore p, : (H ^ i , ^) -> (^i, a;-) are pointed G-morphisms. 
is/ 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 4 The category Q-sets* has arbitrary products. 
P r o o f Let {(Xi,Xi)}iG/ be a family of objects in Q-sets*. Consider the set H ^> = 
ie/ 
{/ : / —> y}Xi] such that f{i) G Xi for all z G / . By the proposition (3.5.1), 
the set (n-^i,<5) is a pointed G-set. For each i e I there are natural projections 
Pi •• iUi^h^) —^ i^u^i) defined by pi{f) = f{i) for all / G fl ^i- By proposition 
3.5.2 Pi's are poited G-morphisms. We claim that (H Xi,S) together with the projec-
iG/ 
tion mappings {pi}iei is the categorical product of the family {Xiji^j in Q-sets*. 
Let {qi : {X,x') —> {Xi,Xi) be a family of morphism in Q-sets*. Define a mapping 
rj : {X,x') —^ (I l -^i '^) s^^^ ^^^^ ^ —^ /y(a;),where 7y(x) : / —> \JXi is defined by 
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(77(x))(i) = qi(x) for all X G X, i G / . 
For any a E G, one gets {ri{ax)){i) — qi{ax) = a{qi{x)) = a(T/(x))(i) for alH G / 
which imphes T](ax) = aT}{x). Therefore 7/ is a G-morphism. Also, we have {T}{x')){i) = 
gi(x') = Xj = <J(i) for all i G / which implies T]{X') = 5. Consequently, T? is a pointed 
G-morphism. Moreover, for any x G X and i G / , we have {pi o 77)(x) = Pi{r}{x)) — 
{•n{x)){i) = qi{x) implying thereby Pi o 77 = q^. 
For the uniqueness of 77, suppose there exists another morphism ^ : {X, x') —v 
(J7Xi,5) in Q-sets* such that Pi°( = qi for all z G / . Then we have (pf o^)(x) = gj(x) 
ie/ 
yielding thereby Pi{^{x)) — qi{x) implying (^(x))(i) = 77(x)(i) which gives ^(x) = 77(x) 
for all X G X". Therefore ^ = 77. This completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 5 The category Q-sets* has arbitrary co-products. 
P r o o f Let {{Xi,x'j)}iQi be a family of objects in Q-sets*. Consider the set IJ-'^i 
together with the base point x' such that we identify each x^  with x', then obviously 
{[jXi,x') is a pointed G-set. 
For each i G / , define the natural inclusions Ui : {Xi, x-) —>• (IJ Xi, x') by Ui{x) - x for 
all X G Xi. Trivially u^'s are pointed G-morphisms. We claim that {\jXi,x') together 
the natural inclusions {ui}iei is the categorical co-product of the family (X^.x-) in 
Q-sets*. 
Let{qi : (Xi,x'i) —> (Y,]/) be a family of morphisms in Q-sets*. Define a mapping 
77 : {UXi,x') —> {Y,y') by 77(x) = ^^(x) for all x e Xi ,i e I. For any a G G, 
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we get rjiax) = qiiax) = a{qi{x)) = a{r]{x)) which shows that rj is a. G-morphism 
and also T){X') = r]{x'i) = gi(x-) ^ y'. Therefore 77 is a pointed G-morphism. More-
over, for any a; e Xj we have (r/ o Ui){x) = r?(ui(x)) = r]{x) = qi{x) which imphes 
r)oui — Qi. It remains to show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another mor-
phism ^ : {\jXi,x') —> iY',y) in G-sets* such that Coui = qi for all i 6 / . Then we 
have (^ o Ui){x) = qi{x) which implies ^(ut(x)) = T]{X) yielding thereby ^(x) = r]{x) for 
all X e Xi. Therefore ^ = 77 which completes the proof. 
§ 3.6. EQUALIZERS AND CO-EQUALIZERS IN C?-Sets* 
T h e o r e m 3 . 6 . 1 The category Q-sets* has equalizers and co-equalizers. 
P r o o f If a,P : (X, x') —^ (^,2/') are two morphisms in Q-sets*, then we have two 
morphisms a,P:X —> Y in ^-sets. By [24, Theorem 3.3] the equalizer of a, /? is 
{k, i), where iiT = {x G X : a(x) = /3(x)} C X. Obviously, K is a G-subset of X under 
the mapping ^ : G X- K —> K defined by ^{g, k) — gk for all g £ G, k E K. Also, we 
get (f>{g,x') — gx' — x' and {K, x') is a pointed G-subset of (X, x'). 
Furthermore, i : K —^ X is an inclusion morphism in ^-sets and also i{x') = x' 
which shows that i is a pointed G-morphism. The above discussion yields that in the 
category Q-sets*. 
{K,x') - A (X,x') ^ {Y,y') = {K,x') ^ (X,x') - A (y,y')-
Let there be a morphism u : {Z, z') —> (X, x') in Q-sets* such that 
{Z,z') -^ (X,x') ^ {Y,y') = {Z,z') ^ (X,x') - ^ (r,y') 
then 
z-!^x^F = z-^x-^y 
holds in ^-sets. Since ^-sets has equalizers, for the morphism u : Z —> X, we have 
Im{u) CKhy [24, Theorem 3.3]. 
Therefore, by the universal property of equahzer there exist a unique morphism 77 : 
Z —>• K defined by r){z) = u(z) for all ^ G Z in ^-sets such that 
Z ^ K -!^X = Z -^X 
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Now, rj is & G-morphism and also 77(2') = u{z') = x' which shows that rj is & pointed 
G-morphism. Thus, we have 
{Z,z') -^ {K,x') A {X,x') ^ {Z,z') ^ {X,x') 
This shows that {K, x') together with the morphism i is the equahzer of the pair of 
morphisms a and /3 in Q-sets*. We now proceed to prove the result for co-equalizers. 
Let /? be a relation on Y such that for any yi,y2 ^ ^ i 2/1-^ 2/2 "^=^ Vi — ci{'^) and 
y2 = /?(x) for some x E X. Consider a smallest equivalence relation RonY containing 
Y. Then By Lemma (3.4.3) {Y/R, [y']) forms a pointed ^-set. Consider the projection 
mapping p : {Y,y') —> {Y/R, [y]) , then by [24, Theorem 3.4], p:Y —> Y/R is the 
co-equaUzer of a and P in ^-sets. Obviously, p is a pointed G-morphism such that 
(^,0;') - ^ {Y,y') -^ {Y/R, W]) = {X,x') -^ {Y,y') -^ {Y/R, [y']) 
. For any {Z,z') € 0-sets, let q : {Y,y') —> {Z,z') is another G- morphism such that 
{X,x') - U {Y,y') ^ {Z,z') = {X,x') - ^ {Y,y') A {Z,z') 
holds in Q-sets*. Then 
X-^Y^Z^X^Y^Z 
holds in ^-sets. Therefore by universel property of co-equalizer there exists a unique 
morphism 77: Y/R —> Z defined by ^{[y]) = Q{y) for all y G F in ^-sets such that 
Y-^Y/R-^Z^Y-^Z 
implying T}op = q. Now, 77 is a G-morphism and also r}{[z']) = q{y') = z' which in turn 
yields that 77 is a pointed G-morphism. Thus, we have 
{Y, y') - ^ {Y/R, [y']) - ^ {Z, z') = {Y, y') - A {Z, z') 
holds in Q-sets*. This completes the proof. 
§ 3.7. KERNELS AND CO-KERNELS IN ^-Sets* 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 7 . 1 Let a : {X,x') -> {Y,y') be a morphism in G-Sets* . Then 
the subset Ker{a) = {x : a{x) = 't/} oi X is called the kernel of the morphism a. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 7 . 2 Let a : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') be a mophism in Q-Sets* and ~ G 
be a G-equivalence relation on Y. Then the pointed G-sets {Y/^a, [y']) is called the 
co-Kernel of a and is denoted by Coker{a). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 7 . 1 Let a : {X,x') ->• {Y,y') be a pointed G-morphism. Then 
KeT{a) is a pointed G-subset of X in Q-Sets*. 
P r o o f In order to show that Ker{a) is a pointed G-subset of X, define a majv 
ping ^ : G X Ker{a) -> Ker{a) by <t>{a,x) = ax for all a € G, x G Ker{a). Now, let 
X G Ker{a). Then we have 
a{x) = y' 
=>• aa{x) = ay' for all a € G 
=> a{ax) = y' 
implying thereby ax G Ker{a) and henceforth the mapping 0 is well defined. For any 
a,b E G and x £ X,we get 
(f){ab, x) = {ab)x 
= a{bx) 
= a((l>{b,x)) 
= <i6(a, 0(6, ar) 
For the identity element e G G, one gets 
(^ (e, x) = ex 
— X 
which shows that ker(a) is a G-subset oi X. 
Further, since / is a pointed G-morphism, then f(x') = y' implies x' G Ker{a) and 
also for any a G G, we get 0(a, x') = CT' = x' which amounts to say that (Ker{a), x') 
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is a pointed G-subset of {X,x'). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 1 The category Q-Sets* has kernels. 
P r o o f Let / : {X,x') -> [Y,]/) be a morphism in Q-Sets*. Consider the set 
K = {x : f{x) = y'} C X, then in view of proposition 3.7.1 K is a. pointed G-
set. Let i : {K,x') -4 {X,x') is the kernel of / : {X,x') -> {Y,y') in Q-Sets*. For any 
x e K, one gets 
(/oi)(x) = Mx)) 
= fix) 
- y' 
= OKY{X) 
which implies / o i = O^Y- Now, for any object {Z,z') € Q-Sets*, let a : {Z,z') -^ 
{X,x') be a morphism in Q-Sets* such that f oa — Ozv- For any z e Z, one gets 
( /oa ) (z ) = Ozy(^) 
=^ fHz)) = y' 
^ a{z) e K 
which yields Im{a) C K. Therefore we can define a mapping T} : {Z,z') -4 {K,x') by 
T]{z) = a{z) for all z e Z. For any z e Z and a G G, we get 
77(02) = 0 (02) 
= aa{z) . 
= a(7/(z)) 
Showing that 77 is a G-morphism and also r]{z') = a{z') - x' which amounts to say 
that 77: (Z, z') -f {K, x') is a morphism in Q-Sets*. Moreover, for any z e Z,we have 
(io77)(2;) = iiv{z)) 
- i{a{z)) 
= a(^) 
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which implies iorj = a. Finally, in order to show that rj is unique, suppose there is 
another morphism C : {Z,z') -> {K,x') in G-Sets* such that i o ^ = a. Then for any 
z e Z, we have 
{ioO{z) = a{z) 
which imphes ^ = 77 and hence the results follows. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 2 The category Q-Sets* has co-kernels. 
P r o o f Let / : (X,x'} -4 (Y,?/) be a morphism in Q-Sets*. Let i? be a relation on 
Y such that for any yi,y2 ^ y,y\Ry2 '^ ==^  ^1)^2 £ !'m(f)- Consider a smallest equiv-
alence relation R on Y containing R such that for any 2/1,2/2 € Y, 2/1-R2/2 <=^ Vi = 2/2 
or 2/1,2/2 G IfT^U)- The equivalence classes [y] under i? are given by 
M = { [ / (a : ) ]=/m/ z/ y = f{x)elmf {y} if y^ Irnf. 
In view of lemma 3.4.3 F/i? is a pointed G-set with the base point [y']. Since y' = f{x'), 
it foUows that 2/' e Ifn{f) yielding thereby [?/'] — Im{f). Define a natural mapping 
p : {Y,i/) ^ {Ylky]) by p{y) = [2/] for all 2/ e F in ^-^efs*. We claim that p : 
(y,2/) -> ( y / ^ , [y']) is the co-kernel of / : (X,x) -^ (7,2/) in g-5et5*. For any x G X, 
one gets 
(po/)(a;) = p{f{x)) 
= [fix)] 
= /m( / ) 
= OXY/R{X) 
which imphes p o / = OXY/R- For any object (Z, z') € gSets*, let g : (y,y') ^ (Z, z') 
be a morphism in Q-Sets* such that 9 0 / = Oxy. For any x e X, one gets 
(9o/)(a;) = Oxz(x) 
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=> q{f{x)) = z' 
implying thereby f{x) G Ker{q) which gives Im{f) C Ker{q). Therefore we can define 
a mapping T] : Y/R -> Z by r/([y]) = q{y) for all y EY. Let 
y i ~ Ry2 
=^ 2/1 = 2/2 o^ yi,y2elm{f). 
Now, if 2/1 = 2/2- then 9(2/1) = 9(2/2 which implies T;([2/2])- Again, if 2/1,2/2 G /m( / ) C 
Ker{q), then 9(2/1) = z' = 9(2/2) which imphes 77([2/i]) = (^[2/2])- Consequently 77 is well 
defined. For any [y] e Y/R and a G G, one gets 
(^aM) = ^(N) 
= 9(ay) 
= (^{Qiy)) 
= a(^([y])) 
which shows that 77 is a G-morphism and also 7?([2/']) = 9(2/') = z' which in turns yields 
that Tf : (Y/R, [y']) -> (Z, z') is a morphism in Q-Sets*. Moreover, for any y EY, we 
have 
(r/op)(y) = viviy)) 
= VW 
= w{y) 
which imphes rjop = q. 
Finally, in order to prove that ij is unique, suppose there is another morphism ^ : 
(Y/R,[1/]) -^ {Z,z') m gSets* such that ^op = q. Then for any y G F , we have 
iC ° p){y) = qiy) 
which imphes ^ — rj and hence the result follows. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 3 In the category Q-Sets* every monomorphism is a kernel. 
P r o o f Let / : (X, x') ->• (y,y') be a monomorphism in Q-Sets*, therefore by The-
orem 3.3.1 7 is injective in Q-Sets*. Then X ~ /m( / ) C Y. In view of Theorem 
3.7.2 p : (y,y') -^ {Y/R, [y']) is the co-kernel of / : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') in the category 
Q-Sets* and we have po f = Oxy/-R- We claim that / : (X,x') -^ (Y,y') is the kernel 
of p : {Y,y') -)• (r /^ ,[y ' ]) . Let a : {Z,z') ->• {Y,y') be a morphism in Q-Sets* such 
that poa = QzY/R- Then for any z e Z,we have 
= j > Ka(-2)) = b/] ^Im{f) (by Theorem 3.7.2) 
^ [a(z)] = /m( / ) 
=^ a(z) € /m( / ) (6y Theorem 3.7.2) 
implying thereby /m(a:) C Im{f}. Therefore we can define a mapping T] : {Z, z') —>• 
{X,x') by 77(z) = X where f{x) = a(z). Here, it may be noted that x is unique in view 
of the injectivity of / , therefore the mapping T] is well defined. For any a G G, we have 
a{az) — a{a{z)) 
= aifix)) 
= f{ax) 
Which amounts to say that T]{az) = ax = a{r]{z)) implying thereby that r; is a G-
morphism and also a{z') —y' = f{x') yields T){Z') — x'. Consequently, 77 is a morphism 
in Q-Sets*. Moreover, for any z E Z,-we get 
{fov){z) = fiviz)) 
= m 
= a{x) 
implying thereby for] = a. Finally, in order to prove that rj is unique, suppose there is 
another morphism ( : (Z, z') -> {X, x') in Q-Sets* such that / o ^ = a. Then / o ^ = for] 
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which imphes ^ = // as / is left cancellable. This completes the proof. 
§ 3.8. SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR OF ^-Sets* 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 1 The category Q-sets* has pullbacks and pushouts. 
P r o o f By Theorem (3.5.1) and Theorem (3.6.1), the category Q-sets* has finite prod-
ucts and equaUzers. Therefore, the category Q-sets* has pullback ([1], Theorem 3.9). 
Again By Theorem (3.5.2) and Theorem (3.6.1), the category Q-sets* has finite co-
products and co-equ£ilizers. Taking into account the dual of ([1], Theorem 3.9 ), the 
category Q-sets* has pushouts. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 2 The category Q-Sets* is left complete. 
P r o o f In view of Theorem 3.5.4 and Theorem 3.6.1, the category of Q-Sets* has 
arbitrary products and equalizers. Therefore, the category ^-5ets*is left complete. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 3 The category Q-Sets* is right complete. 
P r o o f In view of Theorem 3.5.5 and Theorem 3.6.1, the category Q-Sets* has arib-
trary co-products and co-equalizers. Therefore, the category Q-Sets* is right complete 
([6], pp. 26). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 4 The category Q-sets* is complete. 
P r o o f Follows from Theorem 3.8.2 and Theorem 3.8.3, the category Q-sets* is com-
plete ([5], pp. 26). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 5 The category Q-sets* is finitely complete. 
P r o o f In view of Theorem 3.5.1 and Theorem 3.5.3, the category Q-Sets* has finite 
products and finite intersections. Therefore, the category Q-Sets* is finitely complete 
([6],corollary 2.6). 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 6 The category Q-Sets* is normal. 
P r o o f Since, the category Q-Sets* has zero object, therefore the proof follows from 
Theorem 3.7.1, Theorem 3.7.2 and Theorem 3.7.3. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 8 . 7 The category G-Sets* is factorizable. 
P r o o f In view of the above Theorem 3.8.6, the category Q-Sets* is normal, therefore 
it is factorizable ([1], Theorem 4.8). 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE CATEGORY OF POS-S 
§ 4.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to the study of some category theoretic properities of the 
category Pos-S of all S-posets (posets equipped with a compatible right action of a 
pomonoid S) with monotone action preserving maps between them. 
In section (4.2) we give the definitions of right S-act, right S-act map , right S-poset 
and right S-poset map with some examples. Section (4.3) deals with some results on 
epimorphisms in Pos-S. In section (4.4) we study some results on monomorphisms in 
Pos-S. In section (4.5) some adjoint relations of the category Pos-S with the categories 
Pos, Set and Act-S are discussed. In section (4.6) it is proved that the category of 
Pos-S is cartesian closed and algebraic. Finally, Section (4.7) deals with the projectiv-
ity in Pos-S with respect to regular epimorphisms and it is shown that it is same as 
projectivity, although projectives are not generally retracts of free objects over posets. 
For references see ([60], [65], [67], [70]). 
§ 4.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 Let 5 be a monoid. A right 5-act is a set A equipped with 
a map Ax S —> A described by (a, s) —> as, such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) al = a 
(ii) a{st) = {as)t for all a e A, s,t e S 
A is known as right 5-act set. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 2 . 1 Let 5 be the set of all natural nmnbers and A be the set of all 
even natural numbers. 5 is a monoid with respect to multiplication. Then A is right 
^-act set under the mapping X: Ax S —> A defined by 
A(a, s) = as for all a E A,s e S. 
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as is the ordinary multiplication of natiural numbers. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 2 . 2 Let 5 = >! (^ , | a, 6, c, d 6 i? > be the set of all real matri-
ces of order 2 x 2 and ^ = | (oi 02) Oi, 02 G i? [ be the set of all row vectors of order 
1 x 2 . Then A is right S'-act under the mapping X : A x S —> A defined by 
A(a,s) = as for all a e A,s G S 
as denotes the matrix multiplication of a and s. 
S o l u t i o n (i) For any a = (ci 02) 6 A and -^  = (n . 1 G 5, we have al = 
( (fli ^^ 2) ( n 1 ) I ~ (^ ^ ^'^) ~ " ' i^P^i^s ^^^^ al = a 
Now„(.)=(..)((:; y ( - g ) = ( ( . . ) ( - : : - :;^ -^^ ;9; 
(xiaia2 + X161C2 + a;2Cia2 + X2<iiC2 Xiai62 + a;i6i(i2 + X2Cia2 + X2C162 + X2did2). 
a n d ( a . ) t = ( ( x . x.) (^J Q ) g 9 = ( x . a , + x . c . x A + x ^ ^ o f t 3 = 
(a;iaia2 + X2C1O2 + X161C2 -I- x^dic^ Xiaib2 + X2C162 + Xi6id2 + X2did2) 
Hence a{st) = {as)t, which shows that A is right S'-act set. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 2 Let A and B be two right ^-act sets. Then a mapping / : A 
is called right 5-act map from A to JB if 
B 
f{as) = f{a)s for se S,a E A 
Example 4 .2 .3 Let 5 = | r ^ j a,b,c,deR\ be the set of all real matrices 
o f o r d e r 2 x 2 , ^ = { ( ; " ;^) |a„a. € fi} and B = { ( « ° ' bub^eR}. Define 
two mappings X : A x S —^ A and fi: B x S —^ B by X{a, s) = as and n(b, s) = bs 
respectively, for all a e A, b e B, s e S. Trivially A and B are right 5-act sets. Now 
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we define a map / : A —>• B such that 
m 
, aim + Cin 6im + din/ 
' 0 0 \ 
aim + cin 6im + diny ' 
Thus /(as) = f{a)s, which shows that / is right S'-act map. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 3 The right 5-act sets taken as objects and right S'-act maps as 
morphisms. We have category of all right S'-acts. It is denoted by Act-^. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 4 A partially ordered monoid or pomonoid is a monoid 5 equipped 
with a partial order relation < that is compatible in the sense that ii u,s,t G S and 
s <t then us < ut and su < tu. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 2 . 4 The set of all natiural mmibers with respect to multiphcation is a 
pomonoid. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 5 Let 5 be a pomonoid. A poset (^, <) is called a right S'-poset 
if there is a mapping X : A x S —> A called the action of S on A, such that for all 
a,a' € A, and s,t E S, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) al = a and 
(ii) a{st) = {as)t 
(iii)a < a' imphes as < a's 
(iv) s <t imphes as < at 
Where A x 5 is considered as a poset with componentwise order and we denote A(a, s) 
by as. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 2 . 5 Let N be a pomonoid with respect to multiphcation. Then N 
is right S-poset imder the mapping 
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X:NxN—^Nhy 
X{x,y) = xy for all x,y G N. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 6 Let A and B be two right 5-posets. A mapping / : A —>• B is 
called right 5-poset morphisms (or monotone map) if 
(i) f{as) = f{a)s, 
(ii)a < a' implies f{a) < f{a') for all a,a' e A, s e S. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 7 The right S-posets taken as objects and right S-poset maps 
as morphisms. We have the category of all right S'-posets. It is denoted by Pos-S. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 8 A congurence on an S'-poset A is an ^-act congurence 9 (i.e., 
if a9a' for a, a' € A, then asOa's, for all s 6 5) with the property that the 5-act 
A/$ can be made into an iS-poset in such a way that the natural map A —^ A/6 is an 
^-poset map. 
Characterization of S'-poset Congurence: [64] 
For any binary relation R on A, define the relation <R on yl by a <R a' if and only 
if there exist ai,a\, idnif^'n G A: a < aiRa'i < < anRa'^ < a'. Then an 
5-act congvurence 9 on an 5-poset A is an S'-poset congurence if and only if whenever 
a <0 al <.0 a. 
Note that for any binary relation H on an 5-poset A, the 5-poset congurence V{H) 
induced on yl by /f is described as follows aV{H)a' if and only if a <« {H)a' <„ {H)a 
where aa{H)a' if and only if a = a' or a = XiSi ,x[si — X2S2 x'^Sn — a' for some 
Si E S and (xj, x'^) e H,i = 1,2, , n. The order relation on A/V{H) is then defined 
by [a] < [a'] if and only if a <„ {H)a'. 
One can show that v{H) is the smallest congurence on A such that [x] < [x'] when-
ever {x,x') e H. The congurence on A generated by a binary relation H is 6{H) = 
v{H U H~^), and as usual is the smallest congurence on A that contains H. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 9 The subkemel or directed kernel of an S'-poset map / : A —> B 
denoted by Kf is defined as Kf = {{a,a') e A x A : f{a) < f{a')}. We have 
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kf = Ker{f) see [63]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 0 An 5-poset map / : A —> B is called an order embedding 
if /(a) < f{o.') implies a <a' for all o, a' € A. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 (Decomposition Theorem )[63] Let g : A —> B be a surjective 
iS-poset morphism and / : A —y C an 5-poset morphism with Kg C. Kf. Then there 
exist a unique ^-poset morphism h : B —> C such that hog — f. Moreover, Kg — Kf 
if and only if /i is an order embedding and h is surjective if and only if / is surjective. 
P r o o f The proof is similar to that of the Decomposition Theorem for acts, where 
h is given by h{h) = / (a) if g{a) = b. To show that h is well defined, notice that 
Kg C Kf implies Ker{g) = Ker(f), and to see that h is monotone, use the fact that 
g is monotone and Kg C. Kf. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 1 A special case of the pushout, in the case where f = g : A —>• B 
is the inclusion map, is said to be the amalgamated co-product of two copies B over 
A, and is denoted by BUAB. One can show that B\JA B may be realized as the set 
{{1,2} X B\A)[JA, where the natural action on yl is extended to the remaing elements 
by defining 
r M - / (^'^^) ii bseB\A ,i = l,2, beB\A, seS 
[^,0)s-<^ 6s if bseA 
The order is given by {i,b) < (j,b') <=^ {i = j and b < b') ov (i ^ j,b < a < b', for 
some a G A), a < (i, b) if and only if a < 6, and (i, 6) < a if and only if 6 < a. 
§ 4.3. EPIMORPHISMS 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 3 . 1 If / : ^ —> B is an ^-poset epimorphism, then / is sur-
jective. 
P r o o f Suppose / : A —> B is not surjective. Then f[A\ is a proper ^-subposet 
of B. Let gx and pa denote the canonical-embeddings of B into B Uf[A\ B. Then 
gi°f = 92°f, but 5i 7^  g2. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 1 An 5-poset epimorphism g : A —> B is called a regular epi-
morphism if it is co-equalizer of a pair of 5-posets maps. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 2 An 5-poset epimorphism g : A —> B is called a extremal epi-
morphism iig = hof, where h, f are S'-poset maps and /i is a monomorphism, implies 
that /i is an isomorphism. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 3 An epimorphism g : A —> B is said to be a quotient map 
over Set or over Act-S if whenever / is a map (act map) between S'-posets such that 
/ o p is an 5-poset, then / itself is an 5-poset map. 
R e m a r k 4 . 3 . 1 All 5-posets epimorphism are not regular. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 3 . 1 Take S to be the one element pomonoid. A the discrete two 
element poset 1U 1 = {0,1} and B the two element chain 2 = {0,1}. Let g : A —> B 
be defined as ^(0) = 0, ^(1) = 1. Then g is an epimorphism that is not regular, for if g 
were the co-equahzer of / and h imphes go f — goh impUes that f = h, because g is 
also a monomorphism. This would mean (using the universal property of co-equalizer) 
that g would be an ^-poset isomorphism, which it clearly is not. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 1 For an epimorphism g : A —> B in Pos-S, the following as-
sertions are equivalent. 
(1) 5 is regular; 
(2) g is extremal; / 
(3) if 6 < 6'in B, then there exist ai,a[,, ,an,a'^ G A such that ' 
b = 9{ai) g{a[) = 5(02) g{a'J = b' ' 
4) ^ is a quotient S-poset map over Sets. 
5) ^ is a quotient 5-poset map over Act-S. 
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Proof ( l ) =J> (2) This is clear by definition See [60]. 
(2) ==^- (3) Define a new order :< on B hy b :< b' ii and only if a chain exist in 
(3). This is a partial order which makes B into 5-poset, denoted by B', and then 
g : A —^ B' is an 5-poset morphism. Furthermore, the identity map zdjg : B' —^ B 
is an S'-poset monomorphism, (because identity map is one one). Now, because g is 
extremal, g = ids o g, ids is an isomorphism. Since b :<b' 
=> i-\b) < r^b') 
=^ b <y. Which gives the required result. 
(3) =^ (4) Let / : B —> (7 be a function between 5-posets such that / o g is an 
5-poset map. Then using proposition 4.2.1 that g is onto, we have to show that / is 
an act map. Now 
f{a)s = f{g{b))s 
= iifo9m)s 
= fi9ib))s) • 
= f{as) 
Imphes f{as) — f{a)s, implies that / is an act map.Further, / is monotone, for if 
b <b' E B, then using the chain in (3), there exist ai,a[, ,an,o,'^ G A such that 
fib) = / o g{ai) < f o g{a[) = / o g{a2) < / o ^(a'j) < < / o g{a'J = f{b') implies 
m < m. 
(4) = > (5) This is clear by definition. 
(5) => (2) Suppose p is a quotient map over Act-S. Suppose / : A —y C and 
h : C —>• B are Pos-S morphisms such that g = ho f and h is a. monomorphism. Be-
cause g is surjective and h is also surjective, and so it is bijection. Now considering the 
inverse map h~^, since hof — g, composing both sides by h~^, we get h'^ohof — h~^og 
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=^ {h-^oh)of = h-'og 
=> Ic°f = h-'^og 
^ f = h-^ og 
is an 5-poset map. Then because p is a quotient map , it follows that h~^ is also an 
iS-poset map. This means that h is infact an isomorphism in Pos-S. 
(3) =^ (1) Let K = Ker{g) and let pi,p2 be the projection maps to A. Then K 
is the co-equahzer of this pair in Act-S. To show that it is the co-equalizer in Pos-S. 
Suppose / : A —> C is an iS-poset map such that fopi = fop2- The map / : B —> C 
defined by f{h) — f{a). Since f og = f 
=> / o p ( a ) = / (a) 
=^ Ma)) = f{a) 
=> f{b) = f{a) as g is surjective. 
It remains to show that / is order preserving. Assume that b <b' £ B. Then by (3) 
there exist oj, a[, , a„, ajj G >l such that b = g{ai) p(a'i) = ^(02) fl'(^n) = '^ 
Ci < a^ ^2 ^ ^2 On ^ 0„ 
Composing / both sides, we get f{b) — fg{ai) = f{ai) < f{a[) — fg{a[) < < 
qfia'J = g{a'J = f{b') implies f{b) < f{b'). 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 4 An S'-poset epimorphism is called subregular if it is the sube-
quahzer of a pair of 5-posets maps. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 2 Every S'-poset epimorphism g : A —> B is subregular. 
P r o o f Take the subkernel Kg of g where Kg ^ {{a,a') e A x A : g{a) < g(a')} 
and consider the projection maps pi,p2 : Kg —)• A. Then g is subcoequalizer of 
this pair. It is clear that g o pi < g o p2. To prove the universel property, suppose 
f : A —>• C is an 5-poset map such that f opi < fop2. This gives that Kg C Kf, 
and so by Theorem (4.1.1) we get the unique required / : B —> C with fog = f. 
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§ 4.4. MONOMORPHISMS 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 4 . 1 Show that the monomorphism in Pos-S are just the injec-
tive iS-poset map. 
P r o o f Suppose h : A —> B is left cancellable. To show that h is injective. Suppose 
h{a) = h{a'). We have to show that a — a'. Consider the 5-poset maps f,g : S —> A 
given by / (s ) = as and g{s) = a's for a, a! E A. 
Now {hof){s) = h{f{s)) 
= h{as) 
— h{a)s 
= h{a')s [as h{a) — h{a')] . 
= h{a's) 
= Hgis)) 
= {hog){s) 
=> ho f = ho g 
=^ f — 9 as his left cancellable 
=^ f{s) = gis) for all s e 5 
a = a'. 
Hence h is injective. 
R e m a r k 4 . 4 . 1 . An 5-poset order embeddings are injective, but the converse is 
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not true. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 4 . 1 The identity map from the discrete two element set 1 U 1 = {0,1} 
onto the two element chain 2 = {0,1} with 0 < l(both considered as S-poset over a 
one element pomonoid) is a monomorphism that is not an order embedding. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 1 A monomorphism h : A —> B is called a regular monomor-
phism if it is the equalizer of a pair of morphisms. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 2 A monomorphism h : A —> B is called an extremal monomor-
phism if whenever h — fog and p is an epimorphism, then g is an isomorphism. 
Considering Pos-S as a concrete category over Set{ov Act-S) 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 3 A monomorphism h : A —> B is said to be an embedding 
over Set or over Act-S if whenever ^ is a map (act map) between ^-posets such that 
hog is an S-poset map, then g itself is an ^-poset map. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 4 . 1 . For a monomorphism h : A —> B in Pos-S, the following 
assertion aire equivalent: 
(1) h is regular; 
(2) h is extremal; 
(3) h is an order embedding; 
(4) his an S-poset embedding over Sets; 
(5) h is an iS-poset embedding over Act-S. 
P r o o f . (1) = ^ (2). This is clear by definition. 
(2) =^ (3). Suppose h is extremal monomorphism. Let A' denote the S'-poset with 
the universe A, equipped with the order ;:< given by 
a:<a' <=^ h{a) < h{a'). 
The identity map idA • A —> A', and the map h' = h : A —> B are S'-poset mor-
phisms and h = h' o idA- Because idA is an epimorphism and h is extremal, it follows 
that idA is an isomorphism. Therefore i~'^{a) < i~^(a') implies a ^ a'. Hence h is an 
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order embedding. 
(3) = » (4). Suppose h : A —> B is an order embedding. Let g : C —> A be a 
fmiction between S'-posets such that hog is an 5-poset map. Then g is an act map 
because, for x G C and s G S 
h{g{xs)) = {hog){xs) 
= {{hog){x))s 
= h{g{x))s. 
implies h{g{xs)) = h{g{x)s). By proposition (4.4.1) h is injective, we get g{xs) = g{x)s 
implies g is an act map. Further, g is monotone, for ii x < x' in C then h{g(x)) = 
hop(x) < hog{x') = h{g{x'). Hence g{x) < g{x'), because h is an order embedding. 
(4) => (5). This is clear by definition. 
(5) => (2). Suppose h is an S'-poset embedding over Acts. Take S'-poset maps 
/ , g with h = f o g, where p is an epimorphism. Because h is a monomorphism, g is 
also monomorphism. Also By Proposition (4.3.1) epimorphism in Pos-S are surjective 
^-poset morphism. Therefore g is an act isomorphism. Taking its inverse ^~^ as an 
act map, composing both sides by g~^, we have h o g~^ = f o g o g~^ 
=> hog-^ = f o{gog-^) 
=» hog~^ = fol^ 
=» hog-^ = f 
is an 5-poset map and so, by (5), g~^ is an S'-poset map. This means that g is an order 
embedding and so an isomorphism. 
(3) = ^ (1). Because /i is an order embedding, the image of h is an S'-poset iso-
morphic to A. So it is enough to prove that in the case where h is the inclusion map 
from a sub S-poset A into B, h is regular monomorphism. Take the amalgamated 
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co-product B UA B and the obvious morphisms gi,g2 : B —> B UA B. Then h is 
clearly the equalizer of ^i and p2-
R e m a r k 4 . 4 . 2 As in the case of equalizers, one can prove that a subequalizer 
is always a monomorphism. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 4 An ^-poset monomorphism is called subregular monomorphism 
if it is the subequalizer of a pair of 5-poset maps. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 4 . 2 An 5-poset monomorphism h : A —> B is subregular if and 
only if it is an order embedding. 
Proof . Let h be the subequalizer of f,g : B —> C. Define a new order < on 
^ b y 
a:< a! <^ =^  h{a) < h{a'). 
By Proposition (4.4.1) h is injective, we have to show that ::^  is a partial order on A. 
(i) •< is reflexive: Since h{a) < h(a) impUes a :< a (as < is a partial order on B. 
(ii) •< is anti-symmetric: a < a! implies h{a) < h{a') and a' < a implies h{a') < h{a) 
unpUes h{a) = h(a') imlplies that a = a' as his injective. 
(iii) •< is transitive: a •< a' imphes h{a) < h{a') and a' •< a" implies h{a') < h{a") 
impHes that h{a) < h{a") (as < is a partial order on B) implies a < a' . Hence :< is a 
parti£il order on A. 
Denote the corresponding ^-poset by A. Then h' — h: A —>• B is clearly an ^-poset 
map. Also f oh' <goh', and so by the universel property of subequalizer, there exist 
a unique iS-poset map k : A! —)• A such that ho k = k'. By Proposition (4.4.1) that 
h is injective, one concludes that k is the identity map on A. Then, k being monotone 
mean that /i is an order embedding. Conversely suppose that h is an order embedding. 
Without loss of generahty , assume that A is a. sub 5-poset of B. Consider the S-poset 
{1,2} X 5 with the action on the right hand component, and partial order :< given by 
{hb)^{j,b')^^{i = j,b<b') 
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or 
(i < j,b<a< b', forsome a G A). 
Where {1,2} is an order so that 1 < 2. Then the natural injection maps gi,g2 : B —)• 
{1,2} X B defined by (pi(6) = (z, b)) are 5-poset maps, and the natural embedding of A 
into B is their subequalizer. U gi{b) ^ g2{b), then (1,6) ^ (2,6), so there exists aeA 
such that 6 < a < 6. i.e., belongs to A. 
§ 4.5. ADJOINT RELATIONS OF S-POSETS WITH POSETS, 
SETS AND AGT-S 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 5 . 1 . A free S'-poset on a poset P we mean an S'-poset F together 
with a monotone map r : P —> F with the universal property that given any 5-poset 
A and a monotone map / : P —^ A there exist a unique 5-poset map / : F —>• A 
such that foT = f. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 5 . 1 For a given poset P and pomonoid S, the free 5-poset on P 
is given hy P x S with componentwise order and action (x, s)t — (x, st), for x G F, 
s,teS. 
Proof . With the order and action defined above, P x S is clearly an S'-poset and 
the map r : P —> P x S given by x —> (x, 1) is a universal monotone map. For, if 
/ : P —> A is any monotone map to an S'-poset A with the map f : P x S —> A 
defined by f{x,s) = f{x)s is the unique S-poset map with / o r = / . 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 5 . 1 . The (free) functor Fi :Pos—^Pos-S given by Fi{p) = P x S is 
a left adjoint to the forgetful ftmctor Ui .Pos—S —> Pos. 
The description of free 5-posets over posets given in [67]. Another way of constructing 
an S-poset firom a given poset P and pomonoid S is to equip P with the trivial action 
ps = p for all p G P ,s G S. This S-poset is denoted by G{p). 
T h e o r e m 4 . 5 . 2 The functor G :Pos—^•Pos-S' (that equips a poset with the trivial 
action)has a left adjoint. 
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Proof . Define the fiinctor H -.Pos-S —> Pos by H{a) = A/O where 9 is the 
poset congurence d{W) generated on the S-poset A by the set 
W = {{a,as) •.aeA,seS}. 
UT = WUW~^, then a <T a'if and only if there exist ci, ,a„ E A, s,Si, ,Sn,ti,....tn,t G 
S such that as < aiSi <, aiti < a^s^ a„,t„ < a't. \ig : A —> B is an S'-poset mor-
phism, then H{g) : A/9 —> 3/9 defined by g[a\ — [g{a)] is a well defined monotone 
map, and if is in fact a functor. The unit of this adjunction 77^  : A —> G{Aj9) 
for an 5-poset is the natural S'-poset map epimorphism. It is a universal arrow to G 
because, for a given 5-poset map g : A —> G{p), where P is a poset, we have a unique 
monotone, note that if a <T a' as above, then because p is a monotone and satisfies 
g{as) = g{a) for every a £ A , s £ S,we obtain g{a) < g{a'). 
The next Theorem may be compared with Proposition (2.4.8) of [69]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 5 . 2 A cofree S'-poset on a poset P, we mean an 5-poset C together 
with a monotone map a : C —> P with the universal property that given any iS-poset 
A and a monotone map a : A —> P there exists a unique ^-poset map a : A —> C 
such that G oa — OL. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 5 . 3 For any given poset P and pomonoid 5, the cofree S-poset on 
P(*) is the set P of all monotone maps from S to F , with pointwise order and action 
is given by (/s)W = /(«*) .for s,i G 5 and / e P^^^. 
P r o o f Clearly P^^'> is an S'-poset. The cofree map o : p(^) —> P is given by 
o'C/) = / ( I ) , This map is monotone, by the definition of order on P'^^^. Further given a 
monotone map a : A —>• P from an 5-poset A, the unique 5-poset map a : A —¥ p(^) 
such that aoa = a is given by Q{a){s) — a{as). 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 5 . 2 The (cofiree) functor Ki :Pos—>Pos-S given by Ki{p) = p(^\ is 
a right adjoint to the forgetful) fimctor Ui : Pos —> Pos. 
The fi:ee poset over a set X is the poset (X, A), where A denotes the equality re-
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lation. By composing the two free functors, one from Set to Pos and other from Pos 
to Pos-S we get : 
T h e o r e m 4 . 5 . 4 The (free) fmictor F : Set —^Pos-5 given by F{X) = Fi(X, A) 
is a left adjoint to the forgetful fvmctor U : Pos — S —> Set. 
R e m a r k 4 . 5 . 1 The forgetful functor U :Pos-S—^ Set does not have a right ad-
joint. [Theorem 5.1.25 ,69]. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 5 . 5 The free functor F2 : Act - S —^Pos -^ is given by F2{A) = 
(A, A). It is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor U2: Pos — S —> Act - S. 
R e m a r k 4 . 5 . 2 The forgetful functor U -.Pos-S—^Act-5 does not have a right 
adjoint. This is because, it does not preserve coequalizer. 
§ 4.6. OTHER CATEGORY THEORETIC PROPERITIES 
OF POS-S 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 6 . 1 A finitely complete category C is called cartesian closed if, for 
every pair of objects A and B of C, an object B"^ and a morphism ev : Ax B^ —^ B 
exist such that for every morphism f : Ax C —> B in C, there exists a unique mor-
phism / : C —> B"^ such that ev o (zd^ x f) — f The objects B^ are called power 
objects or exponentials, ev, the evaluation map and / the exponential map associated 
with / . 
T h e o r e m 4 . 6 . 1 The category Pos-S is cartesian closed. 
P r o o f This category has finite products and equahzers, it is finitely complete. Given 
^-posets A, B, the exponential B^ is given by B^ = Hom{S x A, B),the set of all 
^-poset maps from the product 6^-poset S x A to B (Note that the action on S x A 
operates on both components). This set is an 6'-poset, with pointwise order and action 
{fs)(t, a) = f{st, a). The evaluation arrow ev : Ax B^ —> B is defined by ev{a, f) = 
/ ( I , a), which one can show is an ^-poset map . To prove its universal property, take 
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an 5-poset C and an 5-poset map f .AxC —> B. Define the map / : C —>B^hy 
f{x){s, a) = /(o, xs) ioT X eC,aeA and sE S. As in the case of acts see [66], it can 
be shown that / and f{x) ,for each a; 6 C, are act maps. Also, each f{x) is a monotone 
because, for s < t and a < a', we have f{x){s,a) = f{a,xs) < f{a',xt) = f{x){t,a') as 
/ is monotone. Also, / is a monotone because, for x < x' G C and all s e S, a e A, 
we have /(x)(s,a) ^ fia,xs) < f{a,x's) = f{x'){s,a). 
R e m a r k 4 . 6 . 1 The category Pos-S is 
(l)not balanced, because bimorphisms (epimorphisms which are also monomorphism) 
in Pos-S are not generally isomorphisms. 
(2) neither a topos nor a quasitopos, because not all monomorphisms in Pos-S are 
regular ([60], Proposition 28.3) 
(3) not an essentially algebraic category (and therefore not algebraic) as a concrete 
category over Set or Act-S, because not all Pos-S monomorphisms are embeddings 
over Set or Act-S ([60] Proposition 2.3.7). 
(4) not regular in the sense of( [60] ,14E ), because the pullback of a regular epimor-
phism is not necessarily a regular epimorphism. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 6 . 1 Lebe the one element pomonoid, take A to be the poset A = 
{a,ai,a'i,a'} with a < ai and a[ < a', and let B = {b,bi,b'} be a three element 
chain with 6 < 6i < 6'. Then a : A —y B given by a{a) — b, a{a') = b', and 
Q(ai) = a(oi) = 6i is a regular epimorphism. Also, define a monotone map ip : 2 —> B 
by ^(0) = b, V'(l) = b'. Then, the pullback of a and ip is the discrete two element 
poset p = {{a, 0), (a', 1)} and its corresponding epimorphism P —> 2 is not regular. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 6 . 2 The category Pos-S is algebraic as a concrete category over Pas. 
P r o o f The forgetful functor C/i .Pos-S —> Pos is a right adjoint, By corollary 
(4.5.2), it is easy to see that Ui creates isomorphisms. In fact, given an isomorphism 
h : P —> Ui{A) in Pos where A is an S'-poset, then P can be made into an ^-poset 
by defining xs = h~^{h{x)s), for x G P and s e S, so that h is an 5-poset isomor-
phism. Further, Pos-S is (Epi, Mono-source) factorizable. This is because, given any 
source (/J; A —^ A)ie/ of S'-poset maps, taking the quotient S'-poset of A over the 
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congurence 9 generated by fl Ker{fi), the natrual epimorphism 7 : A —> A/9 satisfies 
iei 
Ky C Kfi for each i G / . Therefore By Decomposition Theorem , a family of 5^-poset 
maps hi : A/9 —y Ai exist with ha = /i, for i e / . This family forms a mono-source 
(i.e., its member are jointly raonic) because of the way that 9 is defined, finally, note 
that the functor Ui preserves extremal epimorphisms. 
§ 4.7. PROJECTIVITY 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 7 . 1 An object P in a category C is said to be projective (regular 
projective) if given any epimorphism (regular epimorphism) g : A —y B and any mor-
phism / : P —>• B there exist a morphism h : P —> A such that goh = f. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 7 . 1 Let F be a poset. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) P is projective; 
(2) P is regular projective; 
(3) P has a discrete order. 
P r o o f (1) ==^ (2) This is clear by definition. 
(2) = > (3) Suppose P is regular projective but its order is not discrete. Then P 
contains two elements chain isomorphic to 2 = {0,1} with 0 < 1. But as is well known, 
2 being complete, is an injective poset and hence an absolute retract. In particular, 2 
is a retract of P , and thus 2 is regular projective. We will show that this leads to con-
tradiction. Take posets A and B as well as maps a : A —>• B and (/>: 2 —> B exactly 
is a regular epimorphism. Because 2 is a regular projective, we obtain a monotone map 
j3 : 2 —> A such that a o /5 = 0.Now we see that P{0) = a and /3(l) = a' where 0 < 1 
where as a ^ a'. This contradiction completes the proof. 
(3) =>• (1) Using the fact that every map from a discrete poset to any poset is 
monotone, one can show that P is a projective poset in the same way that any set 
is projective in Set. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 7 . 2 Let S be any pomonoid and A any poset. Then; 
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(1) the mapping (f) : A x S —> A given by <j){a, s) = as is a regular epimorphism in 
Pos-S, where yl x 5 is the free 5-poset over the poset A; 
(2) if A is regular projective, then A is retract oi Ax S. 
P r o o f (1) It is clear that (p is an epimorphism. Suppose a < a' in A. Then a — (j){a, 1), 
(a, 1) < (a', 1), </»(a', 1) = a' and so by Theorem 4.3.1, 0 is regular. 
Assertion (2) follows immediately from (1). 
The converse of the part (2) of the above Proposition is not true; i.e., if an 5-poset 
i4 is a retract of the free ^-poset 4^ x 5 on the poset A then A need not be regular 
projective iS-poset. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 7 . 1 Consider the two element chain A = 2 as an S'-post over the 
pomonoid .5 = {1}. By Proposition(4.7.1) it is not regular projective S- poset, and so 
it is not a regular projective -S-poset. It is however, a retract of (infact isomorphic to 
) the free -S-poset Ax S on the poset A. 
R e m a r k 4 . 7 . 1 Intrepreting Proposition (4.7.2) one obtains that, if A is a regu-
lar projection 5-poset, then for each x E A there exist ax E A and Sx E S such that 
for X < x', we have a^ < a^ and Sx < s'^. and also axt = Cx and Sxt = Sx for all f e 5. 
L e m m a 4 . 7 . 1 A left adjoint preserves (regular) projectivity if its right adjoint 
preserves (regular) epimorphisms. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 7 . 1 For a regular projective 5-poset A, the poset H{A) = A/6 is 
a regular projective poset , and so has a discrete order. Applying the Lemma (4.7.1) 
to the adjoint pair H -\G given Theorem 4.5.2 and using Proposition 4.7.1 we can get. 
CoroUsiry 4 . 7 . 1 If A is regular projective 5-poset then, for any a < a' in A, there 
exist t,ti, tn,si,......Sn,s e 5 and ai, ,an E A such that a't < aiti,aiSi < 
^2*2 , CLnSn < As-
P r o o f By the Theorem (4.7.1) for a regular projective 5-poset A the poset A/9 
has discrete order. So , using the introduced in Theorem (4.5.2) , if a < r a' then 
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aOa'. In particular , if a < a' then a6d and so a! <T a which means the required 
t,fi,...i,si,....s„,s eA and oi, a„ € ^ . 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 7 . 2 An 5-poset is said to be indecomposable if it cannot be writ-
ten as a disjoint union of two non empty strongly convex sub 5-poset, where a strongly 
convex sub S poset B of an S'-poset ^ is a sub 5-poset of A that is also a down-closed 
subposet of A (also called a poset ideal or an order ideal). 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 7 . 3 A cyclic 5-poset is an S-poset A for which there exists an element 
ae A such that A = as. 
R e m a r k 4 . 7 . 2 Cyclic 5-posets are indecomposable. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 7 . 2 Indecomposable, regular projective 5-posets are cyclic. 
P r o o f Let .4 be a regular projective 5-poset. By Proposition (4.7.2) A is a retract of 
the free 5-poset AxS over as a poset. In fact the 5-poset map (f): AxS —> A given by 
0(a, s) = as is retraction. Let tjj be the right inverse of (/>. Then if;: A —> Im{ip) is an 
isomorphism (notice that its inverse is (l>/Im(il)) which is monotone . Therefore, Im{tp) 
is indecomposable, and Im{'(p) = U/m(^)n({a} x S). We now show that each Im{'ip)r\ 
({a}x5') is a strongly convex sub 5-poset oiIm{ip). To show this, using Remark (4.7.1), 
take {ax, Sx) < {a'^, s'^) in Im{-^), where (a^, s'^) G /m(V')n({a} x S). Then ax<a'^ = a 
and Sx < s'j.. Now, applying corollary (4.7.1) there exist i,ti,....,^„,Si, ....Sn, s and 
fli, jfln such that x[ < Xit-i, xiSi < X2i2, ,a;„s„ < Xs- Then again using Re-
mark(4.6.1) < = a'J, < a^iti = a^ = a^iSi < 0x2*2 = < = amSn < a^s = 
ax. Thus a — a'^ < ax, hence ax = a, which means {ax, Si) G Im{ip) f\ {{a) x S. 
Therefore by indecomposabiUty, one gets /m(V') = /m(^) n {{a} x S), for some ae A. 
Now, A = Im{(jyip) C Im{(f)) C ip{{a} x S = aS C A and so A = aS as required. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 7 . 3 Consider a cychc ^-poset aS, where S is any pomonoid. The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) aS is regular projective; 
{2)aS is retract oi aS x S (with product order and action on second component) via 
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(j), where (l){as, t) = ast; 
(3) aS is projective. 
P r o o f By Proposition (4.7.2), the imphcation (1) = > (2) is true. The impUcation 
(3) ==> (1) holds in general. Now we show that (2) = > (3). Suppose (f>isa retraction, 
so that an ^-poset morphism (l>o tp : aS —> aS x S exists such that (f)oip = idaS. 
Suppose ip{a) = {au,v) where u,v £ S. Then a = auv. Put e = uv. Then ae = a. 
Also if s,t € 5 are such that as < at then xl;{a)s = ip{as) < (at) = tp{a)t. So, 
(au, v)s < {au, v)t. Hence, {au, vs) < (au, vt) , which means that vs < vt. Left multi-
pUcation by u yields es < et. It follows that e is idempotent (because a l = ae implies 
e = e^) and that the 5-posets aS and e^ are isomorphic (under assignment as —^ es. 
By Proposition 3.2 in [71] this imphes that aS is projective. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 7 . 3 For any pomonoid S, the regular projective 5-poset are exactly 
the projective 5-posets. 
P r o p o s i t i o n ( 4 . 7 . 4 ) The free 5-poset P x S over a poset P is projective if and 
only if P has discrete order. 
P r o o f Suppose the order on P is not discrete. Then, P has a subposet {a, a'} where 
a < a', li P X S is projective, then is its retract {a, a'} x 5(a retraction g : P x S —> 
{a, a'} X S can be given by g{x, s) = (a', s) if x > a', and otherwise {g{x, s) = (a, s)). 
Therefore, to complete the proof, it sufl&ces to show that the 5-poset {a, a'} x S is not 
projective. The proof is modelled on that for Pos (Proposition 4.7.1). Consider the 
coproduct {1,2} x S (where b < bi < b'), with product order and action on the right 
hand component. Define the surjective iS-poset map a : T —> B by 
a( l , (a ,s ) ) = (6,s), a( l , (a ' ,s)) = (6',s) 
a(2, (a, s)) = (6i, s) a(2, {a',s)) = (b', s). 
Also defined the morphism 0 : T —>• B by (l>{a,s) = (6,s) and <f>{a',s) = {b',s), for 
s e S. If T were projective, then a morphism /? : T —> {1,2} x T would exist such that 
aP = (j). However, we would then have /3(a, 1) = (1, (a, 1)) and /3(a', 1) ^ (2, (a', 1)), 
and so (3 would not be monotone. This is a contradiction. 
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Propost ion 4.7.5 Free 5-posets over 5 -^acts are not necessarily projective. 
Propos i t ion 4.7.6 Suppose the S-poset A retract of a free 5-poset P x 5 on 
a poset P. Then A is retract of the free 5-poset Ax S on the poset A via the retrac-
tion (f): Ax S —> A given by <f>{a, s) = as as considered earUer. 
Proof Suppose 
AJL^PXS^A 
are 5-poset maps with 0 ^ = id A- Then we obtain the monotone map a : P —^ Ax S 
given by a{x) = {(j)' o T{X), 1), where r : P —>• P x 5 is defined as T{X) = {x, 1) for 
X G P. So, there exist a unique 5-poset map a : P x S —y Ax S such that a or — a. 
In fact, a{x, s) = ((/»' o r(x), s) Now, one can show that 0 o (a o •^ ) = idA and so 0 is a 
retraction. 
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